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Abstract14

The Bering-Bagley Glacier System (BBGS), Alaska, Earth’s largest temperate surg-15

ing glacier, surged in 2008-2013. We use numerical modeling and satellite observations16

to investigate how surging in a large and complex glacier system differs from surging in17

smaller glaciers for which our current understanding of the surge phenomenon is based.18

With numerical simulations of a long quiescent phase and a short surge phase in the BBGS,19

we show that surging is more spatiotemporally complex in larger glaciers with multiple20

reservoir areas forming during quiescence which interact in a cascading manner when ice21

accelerates during the surge phase.22

For each phase, we analyze the simulated elevation-change and ice-velocity pattern,23

infer information on the evolving basal drainage system through hydropotential anal-24

ysis, and supplement these findings with observational data such as CryoSat-2 digital25

elevation maps. During the quiescent simulation, water drainage paths become increas-26

ingly lateral and hydropotential wells form indicating an expanding storage capacity of27

subglacial water. These results are attributed to local bedrock topography characterized28

by large subglacial ridges that dam the down-glacier flow of ice and water. In the surge29

simulation, we model surge evolution through Bering Glacier’s trunk by imposing a basal30

friction representation that mimics a propagating surge wave. As the surge progresses,31

drainage efficiency further degrades in the active surging-zone from its already inefficient,32

end-of-quiescence state. Results from this study improve our knowledge of surging in large33

and complex systems which generalizes to glacial accelerations observed in outlet glaciers34

of Greenland, thus reducing uncertainty in modeling sea-level rise.35

Plain Language Summary36

The Bering-Bagley Glacier System (BBGS), Alaska, Earth’s largest temperate surg-37

ing glacier, recently surged in 2008-2013. A surge glacier cycles between a long period38

of normal flow and a short period of accelerated flow where large-scale deformations, such39

as crevasses, occur. This paper focuses on investigating a surge in a large and complex40

system rather than a small glacier where most studies on surges have been conducted.41

We use a numerical model to simulate glacier evolution for both the quiescent phase and42

the initial surge phase of the BBGS. For each phase, we analyze the simulated elevation-43

change and ice-velocity, and infer information on the evolving hydrologic drainage sys-44

tem. During the quiescent phase, ice-mass builds up at locations consistent with those45

observed and water drainage paths become longer with expanding capacity to store sub-46

glacial water. These results are attributed to local bedrock topography characterized by47

large subglacial ridges that act to dam the down-glacier flow of ice and water. In the surge48

simulation, we model surge evolution through Bering Glacier by implementing a new fric-49

tion representation that mimics a propagating wave. As the surge progresses through50

the glacier, drainage efficiency further degrades in the areas of fast-moving ice.51

1 Introduction: Glacier Surging, Open Questions and Summary of Approach52

The Bering-Bagley Glacier System (BBGS) in southeast Alaska stretches nearly53

200 km in length and covers an area greater than 5000 km2 making it the largest tem-54

perate glacier system in the world (B. F. Molnia & Post, 2010a) (see Figure 1). The BBGS55

is likely the largest surge glacier system outside of the major ice sheets with surge events56

occurring every 20-25 years (Post, 1972; B. F. Molnia & Post, 2010a; Lingle et al., 1993;57

B. Molnia & Post, 1995; Herzfeld & Mayer, 1997; Herzfeld, 1998; B. Molnia & Williams,58

2001; D. R. Fatland & Lingle, 1998; Mayer & Herzfeld, 2000; B. F. Molnia, 2008; D. R. Fat-59

land & Lingle, 2002; Roush et al., 2003; Fleischer et al., 2010; Josberger et al., 2010; R. A. Shuch-60

man et al., 2010; R. Shuchman & Josberger, 2010). Investigating surging in this mas-61
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sive glacier system is of particular importance when trying to understand heterogene-62

ity in observed glacial dynamics in large and complex systems such as those draining the63

Greenland Ice Sheet (Jiskoot et al., 2003; Rignot & Kanagaratnam, 2006; Fitzpatrick64

et al., 2013; Hill et al., 2017; Felikson et al., 2017; Solgaard et al., 2020; King et al., 2020;65

Choi et al., 2021). Glacier dynamics, especially those of the nonlinear variety such as surg-66

ing, remain one of the largest sources of uncertainty in estimating future evolution of the67

ice sheets and their contribution to sea-level rise (Goelzer et al., 2017; Aschwanden et68

al., 2019; Pörtner et al., 2022).69

The most recent surge of the BBGS in 2008-2013 (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura,70

et al., 2013; Burgess et al., 2013; Trantow, 2020) provides a rare opportunity to inves-71

tigate surging in a large and complex glacier system using modern remote sensing and72

numerical modeling capabilities. In this paper, we combine recent elevation, velocity and73

glacier structure (crevasse) data provided by state-of-the art satellite remote sensing mis-74

sions, together with numerical modeling to better understand how and why the BBGS75

surges.76

Figure 1. Key features in and around the Bering Bagley Glacier System includ-

ing the numerical model domain. The red line marks the domain of the BBGS model. LB

– Lower Bering Glacier, also referred to as the “lobe area” or the Bering Lobe, CB – Central

Bering Glacier; UB – Upper Bering Glacier; EB – Eastern Bagley Ice Field; BBJ – Bering-Bagley

Junction; WB – Western Bagley Ice Field; SG – Steller Glacier; CG – Columbus Glacier; VL –

Vitus Lake; GH – Grindle Hills; GC – Grindle Corner; KH – Khitrov Hills; TG – Tana Glacier;

YG – Yushin Glacier; BG – Betge Glacier; OG – Ovtsyn Glacier; KG – Kuleska Glacier; OA –

Overflow Area also known as the Kaliakh Lobe; TA – Tashalish Arm (indicated by black line seg-

ment); KC – Khitrov Crevasses (circled in black). The rift is indicated by a black arrow in Upper

Bering. The Eastern and the Western Bagley Ice Fields together are also referred to simply as

the Bagley Ice Field (BIF). Note the combination of Upper and Central Bering Glacier constitute

Bering Glacier’s “trunk” and the imaginary line connecting the Khitrov Hills to the Grindle Hills

across Bering Glacier is referred to as Khitrov-Grindle Line. The BBGS is surrounded by the

Chugach-Saint Elias mountain range. Background images from Landsat-8 acquired on 28 April

2013 (left) and 7 March 2014 (right). Reference image in lower right: U.S. Geological Survey

Map I-2585.
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1.1 Glacier surging in the BBGS77

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to the phenomenon of glacier surg-78

ing, especially surging in temperate glaciers in Alaska, with a focus on the BBGS. We79

define what a surge is and cover the important characteristics of this type of glacier flow,80

framing open questions with respect to surging in complex glacier systems, and the sig-81

nificance of the work in this paper in contributing to these studies. More comprehen-82

sive overviews of glacier surging are given by Jiskoot (2011), and in Chapter 2 of Trantow83

(2020) as it pertains to the BBGS.84

A surge-type glacier system is defined by its quasi-periodic cycle between a long85

quiescent phase of regular flow speeds and gradual retreat, and a short surge phase when86

ice flow accelerates 10-100 times its quiescent velocity with ice advancing rapidly down-87

glacier. There are several types of surge-glaciers, defined by the mechanisms controlling88

their flow, but in this paper we focus on the type found in Alaskan temperate glaciers,89

which vary from those found in colder polythermal surge-glaciers, such as those found90

in Svalbard (Lefauconnier & Hagen, 1991; Dowdeswell et al., 1991; Hambrey & Dowdeswell,91

1997; Hamilton & Dowdeswell, 1996; Jiskoot et al., 2000; Murray & Porter, 2001; Wood-92

ward et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2003; Hansen, 2003; Nuttall & Hodgkins, 2005; Sund93

et al., 2009; Mansell et al., 2012; Sund et al., 2014; Flink et al., 2015; Sevestre et al., 2015;94

Haga et al., 2020; Herzfeld et al., 2022).95

In an Alaskan-type surge, the rapid ice-flow acceleration is attributed to an increase96

in basal water pressure which reduces the friction between ice and the underlying bed97

structure resulting fast basal motion (Meier & Post, 1969; B. Kamb, 1970; Iken, 1981;98

W. B. Kamb, 1987). The type of basal motion depends on basal morphology and can99

consist of basal sliding over “hard” bedrock or bed-deformation in areas with “soft” de-100

formable bed comprised of till (Harrison & Post, 2003).101

Internal characteristics determine whether or not a particular glacier is a surge-type102

glacier, while external climatic effects, including accumulation/ablation (surface mass103

balance (SMB)) and even weather, are known to effect surge initiation, termination, and104

the length of each surge-cycle phase for some glaciers (Harrison & Post, 2003). While105

the present study investigates external forces as it pertains to surging in the BBGS, the106

main focus will be on the internal dynamics of the system, in particular, the mass trans-107

fer of ice and its inferred effect on the basal hydrological system.108

1.1.1 Mass transfer109

During the quiescent phase, the surface geometry of a surge-type glacier contin-110

uously evolves by thickening in some areas and thinning in others. As a result, there is111

noticeable steepening along the glacier flowline and one can observe “bulges” at the glacier112

surface when flying overhead (Meier & Post, 1969; W. Kamb et al., 1985; Fowler, 1987;113

Raymond, 1988; Herzfeld & Mayer, 1997; Herzfeld, 1998), e.g. in altimeter data obser-114

vations of Bering Glacier in Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al. (2013). Gradual changes115

in geometry eventually lead to instability in the system prompting a surge to occur which116

rapidly redistributes the ice-mass throughout the system resulting in a fractured glacier117

surface with lower overall slopes (Raymond, 1987). This kind of mass redistribution oc-118

curring in a surge-type glacier system leads to definitions of reservoir areas, defined as119

areas of general thickening during the quiescent phase, and receiving areas where mass120

is transferred during the surge phase. A simplified schematic of the mass transfer from121

a reservoir area to a receiving area during a surge is given in Figure 2.122
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Figure 2. Idealized ice-mass transfer during a surge. The pre-surge profile of an ide-

alized surge glacier is given in subfigure A. The up-glacier reservoir area accumulates ice during

quiescence as governed by the internal dynamics of the glacier system (such as bedrock topogra-

phy). Often, but not always, a surface bulge is observed marking the leading edge of the reservoir

area. During a surge, the mass is transferred from the reservoir area to the receiving area down-

glacier resulting in a relatively flatter profile as shown in subfigure B. The leading edge of the

bulge often coincides with the surge front which propagates as a wave down-glacier during a

surge with fast-moving ice in the activation zone up-glacier of the front and un-activated ice mov-

ing at quiescent speeds down-glacier of the front.

1.1.2 Hydrologic drainage123

A glacier’s geometry – i.e., the glacier’s thickness, extent and general shape – is tied124

to local characteristics of the basal hydrological drainage system, but before describing125

their interaction we introduce the particular forms of a typical Alaskan-type drainage126

system. During the summer in southeast Alaska, warmer temperatures induce surface127

melt throughout the glacier system. The meltwater is transferred to the base through128

englacial tunnels, or moulins, thus requiring the formation of drainage system at the ice/bedrock129

interface to transfer the water down-glacier (W. Kamb et al., 1985).130

During quiescence, it is hypothesized that the glacier possesses a generally efficient131

drainage system (EDS) comprised of conduits (Lliboutry, 1968), characterized by lower132

subglacial water pressures relative to the overburden pressure of ice (W. Kamb et al.,133

1985; Harrison & Post, 2003). Here, the term efficiency refers to the glacier’s ability to134

quickly transfer the input meltwater down-glacier (longitudinally) eventually exiting the135

system at the terminus.136

While the overall efficiency of the drainage system varies throughout the glacier137

system and throughout the year (Björnsson, 1974; Shoemaker & Leung, 1987; Björnsson,138

1998; Boulton et al., 2007; Magnússon et al., 2010), in order for a surge to occur an in-139

efficient drainage system (IDS) must grow and persist long enough to maintain high wa-140

ter pressures to initiate a surge (W. B. Kamb, 1987). An IDS is thought to resemble a141

linked-cavity system where water pressures can reach overburden pressure causing a de-142
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coupling from the bed and fast basal motion (Lliboutry, 1968; W. B. Kamb, 1987). A143

key difference between the two systems is how they react to an increase in water input144

to the base. In the IDS case, basal water pressures will rise throughout whereas an EDS145

will increase its capacity to store the increased meltwater input allowing water pressures146

to remain level (Lliboutry, 1968; B. de Fleurian et al., 2018).147

A changing glacier geometry over quiescence leads to stress conditions that can cause148

sudden changes in the glacier drainage system (Robin, 1969). An EDS can be destroyed149

when large overburden pressures from a growing reservoir area overcome the low water150

pressures experienced by temperate glaciers during the winter season. An IDS then de-151

velops up-glacier of the collapse. As melt water input begins to increase in late winter,152

water pressure increases throughout the IDS which spans the entire width due to restric-153

tive down-glacier drainage (W. Kamb et al., 1985; W. B. Kamb, 1987). If the IDS per-154

sists, the rising water pressure will eventually lead to surging, either through a total de-155

coupling of the ice from the hard bed or through dilation of the subglacial sediment (W. B. Kamb,156

1987; Truffer et al., 2000; Flowers & Clarke, 2002a, 2002b; B. d. Fleurian et al., 2014).157

Note that an EDS collapse and an IDS formation may occur without resulting in a surge158

if the EDS can recover before the water pressure reaches a critical level. The recovery159

time allowed before surging occurs however, becomes shorter with the growing amount160

of stored water up-glacier of the EDS collapse. That is, lower effective pressures across161

the glacier width in these areas are achieved quicker in late-winter/early-spring as the162

quiescence phase matures.163

The persistence of an IDS required for a surge to initiate depends on subglacial and164

englacial water storage and water storage capacity (Harrison & Post, 2003). The destruc-165

tion of an EDS traps water that would have normally drained allowing the rapid increase166

of basal water pressure associated with an IDS. The persistence of an IDS, and its abil-167

ity to expand to more parts of the glacier system, depends on the amount of stored wa-168

ter available to maintain high basal water pressures. In this paper we show that over the169

course of quiescence Bering Glacier evolves the capacity to store more and more subglacial170

water through the development of hydropotential wells and longer, more-transverse drainage171

paths, thus challenging the concept of a binary EDS/IDS classification described above.172

We also investigate the progression of the surge as it relates to expanding drainage in-173

efficiencies throughout the actively surging region. Our investigation of changes of the174

subglacial hydrology of the glacier during surge evolution does not require explicit mod-175

eling of the hydrological system, and instead we analyze hydropotential as an indicator176

(Shreve, 1972).177

Stored water during a surge is reflected by the occurrence of large outburst floods178

at the glacier terminus, which is accompanied by surge termination and a return to nor-179

mal flow, lower water pressures and an EDS (Humphrey & Raymond, 1994; Harrison &180

Post, 2003). Such outburst floods have been observed for previous surges of the BBGS181

(D. R. Fatland & Lingle, 1998). The current study uses remote sensing data to demon-182

strate a return to efficient drainage after the surge where the BBGS has less capacity183

to store subglacial water.184

1.1.3 A surge kinematic wave185

Returning to the picture of mass transfer, during a surge, a surface bulge initiat-186

ing at the edge of a reservoir area will propagate down-glacier as a kinematic wave co-187

inciding with a surge “front” (W. Kamb et al., 1985). We refer to this process as surge188

wave propagation, which is triggered at some initiation location. As the surge front prop-189

agates down-glacier, the increased driving stress changes the basal hydrological charac-190

teristics beneath it, causing drainage inefficiencies (Fowler, 1987). These efficiency-destroying191

hydrologic changes lead to increased water pressure, reduced friction and thus increased192

basal motion, which accounts for nearly all the accelerated flow speeds during a surge193
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(Harrison & Post, 2003; Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). Therefore, as the surge wave moves194

down-glacier, it activates increased basal motion for a section of the glacier up-glacier195

of the surge front (Fowler, 1987), leading to accelerating (surging) ice within an “acti-196

vation zone”.197

Studies on smaller surge-glaciers find that the entire glacier can be actively surg-198

ing simultaneously once the surge wave reaches the terminus, e.g. Finsterwalderbreen199

in Robin and Weertman (1973) whose length is ≈ 14 km. Turrin et al. (2013) maps the200

kinematic wave for the latest BBGS surge and suggest that the activated portion of the201

glacier extends up to the Bering-Bagley Junction (BBJ), near their proposed surge-trigger202

area. surge wave effects are also felt up-glacier of the activation zone, given by observed203

en-échelon crevasses in the Bagley Ice Field for the last two surges (Herzfeld & Mayer,204

1997; Herzfeld et al., 2004; Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013).205

1.1.4 What constitutes a surge?206

Smaller-scale acceleration events, lasting on the order of a single day, are known207

to occur during the quiescent phase of some surge-glaciers and lead to temporary relax-208

ation of the increased driving force that accompanies surface steepening (Meier & Post,209

1969; B. Kamb & Engelhardt, 1987; Raymond, 1987; Harrison & Post, 2003). Often termed210

“mini-surges”, these pulses of increased flow are sometimes premonitory to a glacier surge211

(B. Kamb & Engelhardt, 1987). In some cases, the mini-surge events are tied to the sud-212

den release of subglacial water storage (Jansson et al., 2003), which we investigate in the213

current study for the BBGS where mini-surges have been observed (B. F. Molnia & Post,214

2010b; Burgess et al., 2013).215

During the true surge phase, which has prolonged acceleration on the scale of months216

to years, a rapid and full-scale acceleration event redistributes ice throughout the entire217

glacier system resulting in drastic elevation changes, with rapid thinning of the former218

reservoir areas, thickening in the receiving areas and drawdowns along the margins of219

the glacier (Meier & Post, 1969; Raymond, 1987; Harrison & Post, 2003; Fowler, 1987,220

1989). Heavy and wide-spread crevassing also occurs during the surge phase, indicative221

of rapid deformation, horizontal and vertical displacement of ice and sudden changes in222

flow speeds. In Trantow and Herzfeld (2018), we used measurements of surge-crevasses223

to estimate model parameters during the early-2011 surge phase of the BBGS (March-224

April 2011). We utilize and build upon this parameterization in the current study when225

modeling the BBGS’s surge phase.226

The exact length and timing of the surge phase can be unclear in a complex glacier227

system such as the BBGS. Most studies on surges are conducted on smaller glaciers that228

consist of a single reservoir area in the accumulation zone and a single receiving area down-229

glacier near the terminus, e.g., Variegated Glacier, Alaska (W. Kamb et al., 1985; Eisen230

et al., 2005; Jay-Allemand et al., 2011a) or Black Rapids Glacier, Alaska (Raymond et231

al., 1995; Heinrichs et al., 1996; D. Fatland et al., 2003). However, as we show in this232

study, a large and complex glacier system like the BBGS can consist of multiple reser-233

voir and receiving areas which can lead to a complicated picture of the surge evolution.234

Moreover, a complex glacier system can have both surge-type and non-surge-type parts,235

with different processes, such as surge initiation and re-initiation, occurring in different236

locations and at different times (Herzfeld, 1998; Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al.,237

2013). The BBGS shares this property of complexity with sections of the Greenland and238

Antarctic ice sheet margins, where surge-type glaciers are found neighboring non-surge-239

type glaciers and accelerating outlet glaciers (Jiskoot, 1999; Herzfeld, 2004; Sevestre et240

al., 2015). Thus, the study of the BBGS surge provides extra layers of insight into the241

complex glacier acceleration found along the ice sheet margins, compared to the more242

commonly studied surges of smaller mountain glaciers.243
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1.2 Observations of the BBGS surge in 2008-2013244

Observations and analyses of the Bering-Bagley Glacier System and its surges be-245

fore 2008 are summarized in (B. F. Molnia & Post, 2010b). For the most recent BBGS246

surge however, peak surge activity occurred in early 2011 affecting mostly Lower and Cen-247

tral Bering Glacier (Figure 3) (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013; Trantow &248

Herzfeld, 2018), while lesser surge activity was observed in Bering Glacier’s trunk where249

elevated ice-velocities were observed in 2008 (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013;250

Burgess et al., 2013). Surge activity continued to affect parts of the BBGS until 2013251

(Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013; Trantow, 2020), and we therefore refer to252

the total surge phase as lasting from 2008 to 2013 despite limited observed surge activ-253

ity between 2009 and 2010 (Burgess et al., 2013). Henceforth, we refer to the surge ac-254

tivity from 2008-2010 as the first, or initial surge phase, while the surge activity in 2011-255

2013 is referred to as the second, or major, surge phase as the most wide-spread dynam-256

ical activity occurred during this time (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013). We257

expand on these observations in the following.258

1.2.1 First (initial) surge phase259

Mean surface speeds in late 2007 and early 2008 were at quiescent levels (≤1 m/day,260

365 m/a) in the Bagley Ice Field and Upper Bering Glacier (LeBlanc, 2009). Around this261

time, the first sign of surge activity came after the opening of a large longitudinal rift262

(Figure 3(a-b)). This rift, also observed during the 1993-1995 surge (Herzfeld, 1998), reached263

60 m in depth upon forming and grew in size throughout the surge reaching nearly 200 m264

in width and 10 km in length by 2013 (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013; Tran-265

tow, 2020).266

Between September 2008 and February 2009 surface speeds increased in Upper and267

Central Bering, while quiescent speeds remained in Lower Bering below the Khitrov-Grindle268

line (Turrin et al., 2013; Burgess et al., 2013). The maximum observed velocity was 7269

m/day (2555 m/a) in Central Bering but peak speeds might have been even higher (Burgess270

et al., 2013). By early 2010, surface speeds in Central Bering returned to their peak qui-271

escent values while velocities in the lower Bagley Ice Field and Upper Bering remained272

slightly elevated above quiescent speeds at 2 m/day (720 m/a) through 2010.273

1.2.2 Second (major) surge phase274

In early 2011, Bering Glacier’s dynamics changed to a full-scale surge resulting in275

crevassing throughout a large portion of the glacier (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et276

al., 2013). A reservoir area in the lower-Central Bering, observed by (Herzfeld, McDon-277

ald, Stachura, et al., 2013) and (Burgess et al., 2013), transferred its mass down-glacier278

along the northern branch of the flow regime to the lower Tashalish Arm area (the west-279

ernmost part of the Bering lobe, Figure 3(c)). The former reservoir area experienced sur-280

face lowering of 40-70 meters while the receiving area gained 20-40 meters of surface el-281

evation by fall 2011 (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013). The bulge collapse re-282

sulted in the formation of large surge crevasses in the Khitrov crevasse field (Figure 3(d)).283

The thickening continued to move downstream until it reached the terminus, extending284

2-4 km further into Vitus Lake (Turrin et al., 2013).285

While very few measurements of velocity in 2011 were reported in Burgess et al.286

(2013), one 11-day interval in the beginning of July shows a peak velocity of 9 m/day287

(3285 m/a) near the boundary of Upper and Central Bering. Burgess et al. (2013) pro-288

vided no velocity measurements in Lower Bering for 2011, nor any additional estimates289

beyond July 2011. Velocity measurements of Lower Bering from Trantow and Herzfeld290

(2018) show surge velocities between March and April 2011 reaching at least 21 m/day.291
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(a)
(b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. Imagery from the airborne campaign flights over Bering Glacier 2011-

2013 (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013). The large longitudinal rift in Upper

Bering Glacier along the northern branch in (a) September 2011(looking down-glacier from the

northeast) and (b) in August 2013 with water in the surrounding crevasse field (looking up-

glacier). (c) Surge-induce crevasses in Upper Tashalish Arm (September 2011). (d) A former

reservoir area within the Khitrov crevasse field (foreground) during the second stage of the surge

in early 2011 (September 2011). (e) Three supraglacial lakes in Central Bering Glacier, present

only in the second surge phase, as observed in July 2012. (f) En-échelon crevasses along the

southern margin of the Bagley Ice Field (August 2013) indicating surge effects being felt far up-

glacier of the acceleration in Bering Glacier.

Aerial observations from the campaigns of Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al. (2013)292

revealed that the surge continued to induce significant effects throughout the glacier sys-293
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tem in 2012 and 2013. The presence of large supraglacial lakes in the summer of 2012294

in Central Bering (Figure 3(e)) indicated that the glacier remained in a state of ineffi-295

cient drainage with the clear, glacier-blue surface meltwater being unable to drain to the296

glacier bed after the destruction of the quiescent-phase drainage system. By 2013 most297

of the dynamical activity in Bering Glacier had ceased, though the effects of the surge298

were still being felt in the Bagley Ice Field as demonstrated by the opening of fresh en-299

échelon crevasses (Figure 3(f)). These characteristic en-échelon crevasses form when the300

kinematic energy from the surge causes deformation at pre-existing weaknesses in the301

ice caused by the local topography (Herzfeld & Mayer, 1997; Herzfeld et al., 2004). A302

more comprehensive documentation of observations from the latest surge is given in Chap-303

ter 2 of Trantow (2020).304

1.3 Approach Overview and Limitations305

The present study investigates a surge cycle of the BBGS using numerical mod-306

eling together with satellite and airborne observations. It broadens our understanding307

of surging by using the BBGS, a large and complex glacier system, as a case study rather308

than a smaller glacier, such as Variegated Glacier, from which most of our knowledge309

on (Alaskan-type) surging has been derived. Traditional remote sensing methods used310

to study glacier dynamics are complicated by the nonlinear movement of surge glaciers,311

and comprehensive in-situ measurements are impossible on the BBGS due to its immense312

size and remoteness. Therefore the observational aspect of our approach combines a broad313

range airborne and satellite data in novel ways, as described in Section 2, to quantify314

and describe the BBGS surge cycle. We utilize both previous and new estimates of sur-315

face and bed topography, velocity and crevasses, and derive second-order products such316

as hydropotential maps which are used to estimate water drainage paths despite an ab-317

sence of subglacial hydrological measurements for the BBGS.318

Our observations also inform and constrain a full-Stokes, transient numerical model319

that simulates the phases of the BBGS surge cycle. Numerical modeling provides insight320

into the physical mechanics that govern surging and glacial acceleration, a key uncer-321

tainty in global sea-level rise estimates. The main difficulty in modeling glacial accel-322

eration is the nonlinear nature of the dynamics in both time and space. Capturing dy-323

namically complex ice movement requires high spatiotemporal resolution in the model324

to allow rapidly evolving parameterization. Moreover, because there is significant basal325

motion during a surge, as well as a relatively large depth-to-width ratio for the BBGS,326

the computationally-expensive full-Stokes implementation of ice flow (see Section 3.2)327

is required to adequately model the observed flow behavior (Gudmundsson, 2003; Hind-328

marsh, 2004; Le Meur et al., 2004; Trantow, 2014), rather than a more computationally329

efficient representation such as the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA, Hutter (2017)). Fi-330

nally, since high temporal resolution is necessary, even during quiescence where signifi-331

ant changes can occur on the order of days, a large amount of time steps are required332

to simulate the entire 20-25 year surge cycle.333

All modeling experiments are carried out on a desktop computer (iMac 3.6GHz 8-334

core i9 processor with 64 GB of RAM), where the run time for the completion of sin-335

gle simulation can last up to several weeks. Because of the significant computational time,336

we are unable to run large ensembles of model simulations with various combinations337

of modeling parameters to identify ideal parameterization. We therefore base our param-338

eter values on the diagnostic runs derived in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018) for the surge339

experiments and (Trantow, 2014) for the quiescent experiments. For the current study,340

we simulate only the initial phase of the surge to demonstrate our approach for model-341

ing surge progression in the BBGS and use data products derived from satellite obser-342

vations (CryoSat-2, Sentinel-1 and Landsat-8) to investigate the second phase of the re-343

cent surge.344
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While limited by the amount of simulations we can realistically run, the experiments345

we discuss in this study still provide valuable insight into how and why the BBGS surges.346

The model physics, along with our experimental designs concerning the modeling of the347

quiescent and surge phases of the BBGS, are covered in Section 3.348

After the data and modeling methods are introduced, we present the results of the349

quiescent phase in Section 4 and the initial surge phase in Section 5. For each phase, we350

investigate (1) the mass redistribution and geometrical changes in the glacier system,351

(2) the hydrologic implications of those changes, and (3) how these results can improve352

our model representations. In addition, though not explicitly modeled, we propose meth-353

ods for initiating a surge in Section 5.1 while in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we utilize CryoSat-354

2 observations in the absence of modeling, to investigate hydropotential in the second355

phase of the glacier system from 2011-2013 and the return to quiescence.356

2 Data and Observations357

2.1 Surface and Bedrock Digital Elevation Maps (DEMs)358

This study utilizes data products derived from satellite remote sensing data, to-359

gether with airborne observations from the 2011-2013 campaigns of Herzfeld, McDon-360

ald, Stachura, et al. (2013). The mass redistributions throughout the surge-cycle are quan-361

tified through measurements and simulations of surface elevation and elevation-change.362

The radar altimeter measurements provided by the European Space Agency’s (ESA’s)363

CryoSat-2 satellite (Wingham et al., 2006) provide height estimates of the glacier sur-364

face at sufficient spatiotemporal resolution so as to generate elevation maps of the BBGS365

every six months at 200 m-by-200 m resolution (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2016). We utilize366

such maps in the current study to initialize and constrain model simulations and com-367

pare the elevation-change results to those quantified in Trantow and Herzfeld (2016). While368

Trantow and Herzfeld (2016) created six Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) for the sum-369

mer and winter seasons between 2010/2011 and 2013, for the current analysis we also370

derive a Summer (May-October) 2016 DEM of the BBGS to represent the glacier sur-371

face in the early quiescent phase (Figure 4(a)), and to initialize the quiescent phase sim-372

ulations presented in Section 4.373

More specifically, the Summer 2016 ice-surface data is attained from a CryoSat-374

2 processing (retracking) technique that combines swath-processing with the Threshold375

First Maximum Retracking Algorithm (TFMRA) (Helm et al., 2014). Swath-processing376

provides over 150 times more height estimates than traditional retracking methods, and377

provides the best DEM available for numerical modeling (Trantow et al., 2020). The TFMRA-378

swath data is based on the Baseline-C version of the CryoSat-2 L1B data (Bouffard, 2015),379

as this was the latest data version at the time of analysis.380

We apply a filter to the Summer 2016 data that is specifically designed to elimi-381

nate outliers in CryoSat-2 datasets through utilization of computed variograms. Next,382

we use the Advanced Kriging method to derive a 200 m resolution DEM of the entire383

BBGS surface. This data processing pipeline is laid out fully in Trantow and Herzfeld384

(2016), while Herzfeld et al. (1993) introduces the method of Advanced Kriging which385

builds upon the Ordinary Kriging method to better interpolate elevations on a glacier386

surface, particularly one that is highly-crevassed. Furthermore, the influence of CryoSat-387

2 data processing techniques on elevation analysis and numerical modeling results is cov-388

ered in Trantow et al. (2020).389

The Summer 2016 ice-surface topography initializes the quiescent phase experiments390

because it corresponds to the post-surge/early-quiescent phase geometry after the most391

recent surge. Initial ice-surface topography for the surge phase experiments are given by392
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. BBGS geometric data sets for early quiescence. (a) Surface DEM derived

from CryoSat-2 measurements from May 2016 to October 2016 (Summer 2016), which represents

surface topography in early quiescence and is used to initialize quiescent phase experiments. (b)

Bed DEM derived from the JPL WISE ice-penetrating radar campaign in 2012, which is fixed for

all BBGS simulations. (c) Glacier ice-thickness for Summer 2016 derived from subtracting the

bed elevation in (b) from the surface elevation in (a). The resolution of each data product in the

figure is 200 m-by-200 m.

the final state of the quiescent simulation (end-of-quiescence surface topography, see Sec-393

tion 5.2).394

The input basal bedrock topography (Figure 4(b)), common to all our BBGS sim-395

ulations, is derived from ice-penetrating radar measurements provided by the Warm-Ice396
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Sounding Explorer (WISE) acquired during a 2012 campaign to the BBGS by NASA’s397

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Rignot et al., 2013). Derivation of this 200 m-by-200 m bedrock398

topography DEM of the BBGS is described in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018), while ad-399

ditional bedrock representations for the BBGS are discussed in Chapter 4.1 of Trantow400

(2020).401

2.2 Velocity Maps402

In this study, we utilize velocity estimates from the latest BBGS surge phase and403

most recent quiescent phase to get a full picture of surface velocity throughout the surge404

cycle. Velocity estimates before and during the initial phase of the latest surge are given405

by Turrin et al. (2013) (≈1 km resolution) and Burgess et al. (2013) (≈ 200 m to 700 m406

resolution). We do not have the explicit velocity data from these last two studies and407

instead rely on the maps presented in the respective papers.408

For the major surge phase, we utilize the sparse velocity estimates in Lower Bering409

in early-2011 provided by Trantow and Herzfeld (2018), and a more complete velocity410

map of the BBGS toward the end of the surge in 2013 originally given in Trantow (2020).411

These last two velocity estimates are given at 75 m-by-75 m resolution and are derived412

using feature tracking methods applied to Landsat-7 (Goward et al., 2001) and Landsat-413

8 imagery (Roy et al., 2014) respectively. Feature tracking on Landsat imagery is per-414

formed using the Image georectification and feature tracking toolbox (ImGRAFT) (Messerli415

& Grinsted, 2015).416

A quiescent phase map at 300 m-by-300 m resolution is also derived in Trantow417

(2020) using feature tracking methods applied to Sentinel-1 SAR imagery (Geudtner et418

al., 2014; Veci et al., 2014; Trantow, 2020). Sentinel-1 imagery typically provides more419

frequent and complete velocity maps compared to Landsat imagery due to shorter tem-420

poral baselines provided by the Sentinel-1 satellite tandem, larger spatial coverage per421

image, and the fact that SAR imagery are not obstructed by cloud cover.422

The observationally-derived Summer 2016 velocity map is given along-side the mod-423

eled quiescent-phase velocity in Section 4.4 to allow better visual comparisons. Similarly,424

the major surge phase velocity maps originally derived in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018)425

and Trantow (2020) are provided Section 5.3 alongside additional observationally-derived426

data products.427

We note here that attaining accurate and comprehensive velocity measurements428

through feature-tracking methods, as used in each estimate listed above, are made ex-429

tremely difficult by surge activity due to the large-scale and nonlinear changes (D. R. Fat-430

land & Lingle, 1998; Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018). The lack of reliable velocity estimates431

complicates traditional glaciology approaches to investigate glacier dynamics, therefore432

driving the need to incorporate additional data-types, such as crevasses (Trantow & Herzfeld,433

2018), to better understand a BBGS surge. In the current analysis, we utilize the crevasse-434

based insights gained in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018) with regards to parameterizations435

of the BBGS model during the early-2011 part of the surge, to derive a spatiotemporally-436

variable friction representation to represent a surge wave passing through Bering Glacier437

in the surge phase simulations (Section 3.3.2.2). The surge wave implementation also re-438

lies on the velocity estimates of Turrin et al. (2013) who track a kinematic wave progress-439

ing through the BBGS.440

2.3 Airborne Imagery441

Four airborne campaigns were conducted by the authors and their research group442

in Fall 2011, Summer 2012, Fall 2012 and Fall 2013 to document the BBGS surge us-443

ing a sub-meter resolution laser profiler, imagery from handheld cameras and nadir-pointing444
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video (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013; Herzfeld, McDonald, & Weltman, 2013).445

While Trantow and Herzfeld (2018) utilized the airborne laser altimeter data to gain crevasse-446

based insights on the early-2011 part of the recent surge, the current study only utilizes447

the airborne imagery collected during these campaigns in order to provide visual refer-448

ences to BBGS surge features described in the text (Figure 3).449

2.4 Surface Mass Balance450

For purposes of modeling the long quiescent phase, we incorporate estimates of sur-451

face mass balance for the BBGS, which require a synthesis of several studies due to dis-452

crepancies in estimates. Annual accumulation and ablation estimations for the BBGS453

are given by Tangborn (2013) as a function of ice-surface elevation while Larsen et al.454

(2015) provide SMB rates for glaciers across Alaska, including the BBGS. Tangborn (2013)455

employs a precipitation-temperature-area-altitude (PTAA) model using daily precipi-456

tation and temperature observations from nearby weather stations to derive historical457

net ablation and accumulation balances with respect to ice-surface altitude from 1951-458

2011. More recently, Larsen et al. (2015) used airborne altimetry to estimate regional459

mass balances for Alaskan mountain glaciers. The rates given by Tangborn (2013) es-460

timate much higher melt-rates for the BBGS which are at odds with the more recent and461

comprehensive measurements by Larsen et al. (2015). Our numerical model therefore en-462

forces accumulation and ablation rates whose magnitudes better reflect those measured463

by Larsen et al. (2015), but still employs the quasi-linear relationship of SMB rates with464

respect to ice-surface altitude derived by Tangborn (2013).465

Figure 5 shows the linear relation between the model’s enforced SMB and ice-surface466

elevation. The slope of the line is derived from a linear approximation, fit in a least-squares467

sense, of the mean net mass balance for the BBGS from 1951-2011 converted to meters468

per year of ice from the original mean-water-equivalent per year in Tangborn (2013). This469

conversion requires an assumption of constant ice density which is set at 917 kg/m3 (ice470

density for the 0◦C isothermal assumption). The y-intercept is adjusted so that the func-471

tion spans the observed range given by Larsen et al. (2015). A histogram describing the472

distribution of ice-surface elevation at each model surface-node throughout the BBGS473

is also shown in the same plot.474

Importantly, we do not model firn compaction or ice-density variation at the glacier475

surface in general (see e.g. Huss (2013)). Instead, we are assuming that the SMB adds476

mass to the system in the form of fully compacted glacier ice at 917 kg/m3 ice density.477

Therefore, while the input and output of total mass is consistent with observations, the478

exact form of that mass differs in our model. We return briefly to this discussion on Sec-479

tion 4.1 when bounding mass loss estimates given by our model.480

The mathematical equation for annual mean-SMB (in terms of meters of ice gain/loss),481

smbmean, that the model uses is given by glacier surface elevation zs:482

smbmean =
(
0.0015 · zs − 2

)
/0.917 (1)483

This SMB equation for the BBGS places the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) at 1333 ft,484

above which the glacier experiences net accumulation and below which experience net485

ablation. This places most of the Bagley Ice Field in the accumulation zone and all of486

Bering Glacier in the ablation zone during the time of the latest surge (Trantow & Herzfeld,487

2018).488
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Figure 5. Annual net surface mass balance estimates for Bering Glacier as a func-

tion of elevation derived from Larsen et al. (2015) and Tangborn (2013). The blue line

gives the linear approximation of the relationship between glacier surface elevation and surface

mass balance based on Tangborn (2013) while the magnitude of surface mass balance is based

on Larsen et al. (2015). The histogram in red shows the distribution of model surface-nodes

throughout the BBGS within 100 m elevation bins based on the beginning-of-quiescent state of

the glacier (Summer 2016 geometry, see Section 3.3.1).

3 Numerical Model489

3.1 Modeling Approach490

The BBGS model was built using the finite element software Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini491

et al., 2013) and has been used in previous diagnostic studies that used a crevasse-based492

approach to constrain unknown model parameters during the early-2011 portion of the493

latest BBGS surge (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018). Our previous work focused on synthe-494

sizing the model-data connection using a variety of high-quality data inputs, which in-495

cludes observations of surface height (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2016), velocity, crevasse lo-496

cation and crevasse orientation (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018), and showed that model re-497

sults and parameter optimization were robust to relative uncertainties in the observa-498

tional inputs (Trantow et al., 2020). In the current study, we switch to prognostic mod-499

eling by performing longer transient simulations of both the quiescent phase (20 years,500

10-day time steps) and the initial surge phase (≈2 years, 5-day time steps), while uti-501

lizing the insight with regards to model parameterization and model-data connection de-502

rived in our previous studies. These modeling results are supplemented with both new503

and existing observational analysis, and together our model-data analyses, provide a full504

picture of an entire surge cycle of the BBGS regarding dynamics, ice-mass evolution and505

implications on water drainage paths.506

The model uses a full-Stokes representation, together with a Glen rheology, to model507

ice flow (Section 3.2). Full-Stokes is necessary to adopt due to the significant amount508

of basal motion during a surge (Hindmarsh, 2004; Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). Moreover,509

the extreme crevassing and vertical displacement of ice occurring during a surge, par-510

ticularly in the BBGS (Herzfeld, 1998), does not allow any simplifying assumptions to511

the stress tensor common to full-Stokes approximations such as the SIA. The full-Stokes512

representation also allows the ice model to capture the effect of spatial variability in the513

bedrock geometry (Gudmundsson, 2003), which is significant for the BBGS (Trantow514

& Herzfeld, 2018). Our approach will therefore allow our relatively high quality bedrock515
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and ice-surface topography inputs (200 m resolution) to explain as much of the spatial516

variability in the glacier’s observed dynamics as possible, with model resolution set at517

a similar horizontal scale (400 m element length resolution).518

The boundary conditions of the modeled glacier with respect to the atmosphere,519

underlying bedrock and mountainsides are covered in Section 3.3. While overlying at-520

mospheric pressure is negligible, mass accumulation and ablation at the glacier surface521

is prescribed in this model and is particularly important for the longer quiescent phase522

runs (Section 3.3.1).523

Perhaps the most important aspect of our ice-flow model is the treatment of the524

ice-bed boundary, in particular, the prescribed friction representation which describes525

basal motion in the ice dynamics (Section 3.3.2). We do not consider bed composition526

in our simulations (hard vs. soft bed representation) and instead simply model the ef-527

fect of changing friction at the ice-bed interface. Following Harrison and Post (2003),528

we use the term “basal motion” to represent the various processes under the ice that re-529

sult in non-zero basal velocities. Basal motion accounts for nearly all the dynamics dur-530

ing a surge with internal deformation (creep flow) contributing very little to the observed531

ice-velocities (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). Even in the quiescent phase of the BBGS, sig-532

nificant basal motion is required to capture the observed velocities throughout most of533

quiescence (Trantow, 2014, 2020).534

The prescribed friction representation differs in the quiescent and surge phase ex-535

periments, though both utilize a linear relationship between velocity and shear stress at536

the glacier base due to its surprising capability to capture observed dynamics when cou-537

pled with accurate and high-resolution topography inputs as shown in previous studies538

(Trantow, 2014; Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018). The quiescent phase uses a uniform basal539

friction representation explicitly, while in the surge phase parameterization of the lin-540

ear friction relationship is allowed to spatiotemporally evolve reflecting a passing surge541

wave (Section 3.3.2.2). We only simulate the early surge phase in this study, mostly due542

to the computational limitations covered in Section 1.3, however, the results motivate543

the use of this type of friction representation to simulate the entire surge phase in fu-544

ture studies that have better computational resources.545

Our first goal in modeling for each phase is to analyze mass redistribution within546

the glacier system, that is, identify reservoir and receiving areas and estimate elevation-547

change which we can compare to observations. Second, we want to use the simulated mass548

transfer to estimate changes in hydrological drainage characteristics, which are known549

to play a major role in flow behavior and state switching in a surge-type glacier. Impor-550

tantly, we do not explicitly model the subglacial hydrological system and instead attempt551

to infer local drainage pathways based on the changes in ice thickness and surface slope,552

and its relationship with the local bedrock topography. We do this by calculating the553

hydropotential, or the Shreve potential (Shreve, 1972), throughout the surge cycle, which554

is described and further motivated in Section 3.4. Explicit modeling of water flow in glaciers555

has become more sophisticated and better understood in recent years, as detailed in Flowers556

(2015), however there remains difficulty in applying these advances to real, complex glacier557

geometries (Flowers, 2015), such as the BBGS (Trantow, 2014). We therefore focus on558

attaining realistic simulations of mass transfer during the surge cycle as our main goal559

and make use of its hydrological implications, and we save implementation of a coupled560

ice-dynamic and hydrological model for future work.561

In this study, we simulate the quiescent phase (Section 4) and initial surge phase562

(Section 5) separately as the model is not yet advanced enough to inherently model tran-563

sition between flow states, that is, triggers causing surge initiation and surge cessation.564

There are single unified friction laws, such as the Schoof-Gagliardini Law (Gagliardini565

et al., 2007), that have the ability to model the state-switching behavior in surge glaciers.566

However, the inherent complexity of the Schoof-Gagliardini Law makes it difficult to ac-567
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curately parameterize and achieve numerical stability as shown in Trantow (2014) for568

the BBGS. While the ultimate goal of our BBGS surge model is to incorporate such a569

unified friction law, for this study we will instead propose surge initiation criteria based570

on the end-of-quiescent state of the glacier given by the resulting quiescent runs (Sec-571

tion 5.1). Since we do not model the full surge phase in our experiments here, we use572

utilize satellite observations from 2011 and 2013 to investigate the second surge phase573

(Section 5.3) and the end-of surge state where we postulate possible surge arrest crite-574

ria (Section 5.4).575

Finally, our modeling approach does not include seasonal variability but instead576

looks at inter-annual (secular) trends. In particular, we enforce an observed mean an-577

nual surface mass balance (SMB) uniformly throughout the entire model duration. While578

seasonal changes in glacial water are known to play a role in the intra-annual timing of579

surges (Raymond, 1987), our analysis will focus on inter-annual and seasonally-independent580

changes in hydrological characteristics of the subglacial drainage system, which govern581

the approximate length of the surge cycle phases. That is, we focus on modeling dynam-582

ics resulting from internal characteristics of the glacier system, which are known to de-583

termine whether a glacier is or is not a surge-type glacier. If surging depended strongly584

on seasonal components such as precipitation, then we would expect neighboring glaciers585

to have similar dynamic responses as those observed for the BBGS. For example, the neigh-586

boring Steller Glacier (see Figure 1) is not known to surge. In fact, Trantow (2020) has587

shown that local precipitation and temperature anomalies have no correlation with the588

timing and duration of the last three BBGS surges. We proceed now to introduce the589

model particulars in more depth.590

3.2 Flow Law for Temperate Ice591

The full-Stokes equations utilize conservation laws to describe the flow of ice via592

internal deformation as forced by gravity. Stokes flow simplifies the more general Navier-593

Stokes equations for viscous fluid flow by assuming the inertial forces are negligible in594

comparison to viscous forces. Momentum conservation is given by595

∇ · σ + ρg ≡ ∇ · (τ − pI) + ρg = 0, (2)596

and conservation of mass is given by597

∇ · u = tr(ϵ̇) = 0, (3)598

where σ = τ−pI is the Cauchy stress tensor, τ the deviatoric stress tensor, p the pres-599

sure, ρ the ice density, g = (0, 0,−9.81) the gravity vector, u the velocity vector and600

ϵ̇ = 1
2 (∇u+ (∇u)T ) the strain-rate tensor.601

The relation between stress and the internal flow of ice is given by Glen’s Flow Law602

(Glen, 1955),603

τ = 2ηϵ̇, (4)604

where η is the effective viscosity defined as,605

η =
1

2
A−1/nϵ̇(1−n)/n

e , (5)606

where ϵ̇e is the effective strain-rate and n the Glen exponent, set as n = 3 for all ex-607

periments in this study, which is a well established value for temperate glacier flow (Hooke,608
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1981; Greve & Blatter, 2009; Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). The rate-factor A = A(T ′), a609

rheological parameter that depends on the ice temperature via an Arrhenius law, is given610

by611

A(T ′) = A0exp(
−Q

RT
), (6)612

where Q is the activation energy, R the universal gas constant, A0 a pre-exponential con-613

stant, and T ′ the temperature relative to the pressure melting point. The BBGS is a tem-614

perate glacier, implying the temperature of most of the ice is at or near the pressure melt-615

ing point throughout the entire year. Therefore, we employ an isothermal assumption616

with ice temperature set to 0◦C resulting in a rate-factor of A(0◦C) = 75.7MPa−3a−1.617

Equations 2-3.2 describe the creep deformation of glacier ice under gravitational stress.618

Recall, however, that basal motion constitutes the majority of the the glacier movement619

during a surge, and dominates movement in the BBGS quiescent phase dynamics as well620

(Trantow, 2014), and therefore creep motion is expected to contribute relatively little621

to the overall dynamics in the BBGS surge cycle.622

3.3 Boundary Conditions623

3.3.1 Ice-Atmosphere Boundary and Surface Mass Balance Forcing624

At the surface of the glacier, a stress-free boundary condition is employed625

σns = −patmσ ≈ 0 (7)626

which assumes the atmospheric pressure, patm, acting as a stress normal to the ice sur-627

face, σns, is negligible with regards to its effect on ice flow. We also allow our glacier628

surface to freely evolve in order to investigate elevation change. The height of the up-629

per free surface of the glacier, zs, is governed by an advection equation630

∂zs
∂t

+ us
∂zs
∂x

+ vs
∂zs
∂y

− ws = as, (8)631

where us = (us, vs, ws) is the surface velocity vector given by the Stokes equation (Equa-632

tion 3) and as is the accumulation or ablation component prescribed in the direction nor-633

mal to the surface (Gagliardini et al., 2013). The accumulation and ablation term we634

apply in our BBGS simulations is given by Equation 2.4 and is applied temporally uni-635

form throughout the quiescent experiments. The input surface height, zs, to the quies-636

cent simulations is given by the CryoSat-2 TFMRA Summer 2016 DEM (see Section 2),637

while the input surface height for the surge phase is given by the end-of-quiescence sur-638

face elevation result from the quiescent phase modeling experiment.639

3.3.2 Ice-Bed Boundary and Friction Representation640

The ice-bed boundary condition specifies a friction, or sliding, representation that641

specifies the relationship between basal shear stress and basal velocities and is an im-642

portant aspect of modeling surge behavior (B. Kamb, 1970; Clarke et al., 1984; W. B. Kamb,643

1987). In this section, we cover both the linear friction law used in modeling the quies-644

cent phase and spatiotemporally evolving representation for the surge phase. The surge645

phase friction representation is an extension of the linear friction law and is designed to646

represent the evolution of a surge wave, or “surge front”, that propagates down-glacier647

during the surge along the central flowline of the glacier.648
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We estimate the unknown basal friction law parameters through model-data com-649

parisons of crevasses and surface velocities as described for the early-2011 portion of the650

latest surge in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018) and for the early quiescent phase (2014-2016)651

in Trantow (2020). By estimating these parameters using observations, we essentially652

bypass the need to explicitly model the basal water pressure responsible for the chang-653

ing basal motion. Some friction laws allow one to infer the basal water pressure after es-654

timating the unknown parameters (e.g. Jay-Allemand et al. (2011b)). A lack of hydro-655

logical observations for the BBGS makes these inferences difficult, however we attempt656

to describe basal conditions in relation to water storage and drainage efficiency based657

on the modeled mass redistribution and inferred hydropotential (see Section 3.4).658

We begin by introducing aspects common to both the quiescent and surge basal659

friction representations. For each, we assume ice flow does not penetrate the basal bound-660

ary, that is, there is no normal component to ice velocity at the base661

u · nb = 0 (9)662

where nb is the unit surface normal vector pointing outward to the bedrock surface (Gagliardini663

et al., 2013).664

3.3.2.1 Linear Friction Law for the Quiescent Phase665

Basal motion in the direction tangent to the basal surface normal takes place through-666

out the entire BBGS system during most of the surge cycle, aside from a short (∼1 year)667

time period immediately after the surge ceases and basal water pressures are fully re-668

lieved. The dynamics during this short time period can fully capture observed ice ve-669

locities in Lower and Central Bering Glacier by using a no-slip boundary condition (Trantow,670

2020), however, in our 20 year quiescent simulation for this paper assume basal sliding671

is occurring always and everywhere. Experimentation in Trantow (2020) and Trantow672

(2014) show mean basal motion during quiescent flow, throughout the entire glacier sys-673

tem, is approximated using a linear sliding law674

σnti = βuti , for i = 1, 2, (10)675

which relates the basal shear stresses, σnti , to the basal velocities, uti , through the lin-676

ear friction coefficient β. A constant and uniform value of β = 10−4 MPa·a
m is used for677

quiescent flow as informed by velocity observations during quiescence (Trantow, 2014,678

2020). The uniform prescription of β across the entire glacier system serves as a first-679

order approximation of the basal conditions during quiescence. It attempts to capture680

many of the physical effects on basal velocity in a single parameter, such as the inverse681

relationship with effective pressure (N) (Bindschadler, 1983), the effect of irregular beds682

and cavitation (Schoof, 2005), and any additional frictional forces (Hallet, 1981; Iver-683

son et al., 2003).684

Obviously, this representation is limited and we would not expect β to be uniform685

throughout the glacier. We show however, that this representation applied to quiescent686

flow matches observations quite well, and we suggest ways to improve the spatiotempo-687

ral distribution of β based on model results and observed quiescent velocities in Section688

4.4.689
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3.3.2.2 Spatiotemporal Friction Representation for the Surge Phase690

In this section, we derive an equation for basal friction during a surge that utilizes691

a representation of the kinematics of the surge wave. During a surge, the linear friction692

representation adequately captures the spatiotemporally-local behaviors of ice flow as693

shown in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018). That is, the linear sliding law accurately cap-694

tures observed ice dynamics for an ∼20 km longitudinal segment of the glacier for ∼3695

months. This spatiotemporal-segment of dynamics corresponds to the ice that is actively696

surging during the surge-phase evolution. We use this information, along with additional697

velocity observations, to derive a spatiotemporally evolving basal friction function for698

the surge phase that utilizes the linear relationship between basal shear stress and basal699

velocities. This amounts to finding a distribution for the linear friction coefficient that700

evolves in space and time, β = β(x, t). Physically, this representation models the prop-701

agation of a surge front, which acts as an activation-wave that changes basal conditions,702

a la Fowler (1987). A lower value of β(x, t) reflects reduced basal friction, simulating lower703

effective pressure and faster basal motion. We use observations of a propagating front704

prior to and during the latest BBGS surge in 2008-2013 to estimate parameters in the705

new spatiotemporally-varying friction representation that follows (Turrin et al., 2013;706

Trantow, 2020).707

A schematic of the surge phase friction representation is given in Figure 6(a). The708

surge-phase friction representation is specified along a 1D central flowline, whose distance709

from the upper glacier boundary is given by x (see Figure 6(b)). Values for β through-710

out the 2D ice-bed interface in the model are given by the closest along-flowline point.711

For example, the associated β value in the model for point A in 6(b) would be given by712

its closest value along the flowline at x = 120, that is, βA ≡ β(x = 120) at all times713

t. Similarly, point B would take on the value of β equivalent to that at x = 145. A more714

complex representation of basal friction that includes variations in the transverse direc-715

tion (perpendicular to x) may be needed to capture the peculiar glacier flow observed716

in Central Bering Glacier during a surge, which manifest as branches in the flow regime717

divided by the deep central glacier trough (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013;718

Trantow, 2020).719

Mathematically, surge-phase basal friction is represented by a spatiotemporally evolv-720

ing linear friction coefficient, β(x, t), along the entire flowline axis (x):721

β(x, t) = (11)722

βmin + (βq − βmin)
xlead(t)−x

xlead(t)−xtrail
, if xtrail ≤ x ≤ xlead723

βq, otherwise724

for t > 0, with t = 0 corresponding to the time of surge initiation where basal condi-725

tions are given by the end-of-quiescence state. Parameters include a minimum linear fric-726

tion coefficient, βmin, corresponding to the peak surge velocity, a linear friction coeffi-727

cient corresponding to unactivated ice, βq, equivalent to the associated quiescent phase728

value, and the leading edge, xlead(t), and trailing edge, xtrail(t), of the actively surging729

region at some time t, which are governed by the surge front propagation speed, ufront730

and the surge wave initiation location xinit.731

A formula for ufront is given by Fowler (1987) in terms of heights and velocities732

for each edge of the surge front. In our implementation of the surge wave here however,733

we assign a fixed propagation speed of 40 m/day which is on par with the observed prop-734

agation speed of the kinematic wave of 38.1 ± 5.5 m/day from 2008-2010 through Bering’s735

trunk and into the lobe area (Turrin et al., 2013). Characteristics of the glacier at the736
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Linear basal friction coefficient distribution during the surge phase along

the central flowline of the BBGS. (a) A schematic of the surge-phase friction representation

at some time, t. The basal friction coefficient, β, is plotted versus along-flowline distance, x,

where x = 0 is the uppermost location in the Bagley Ice Field. The actively surging ice within

the activation zone is bounded by a leading edge, xlead, and a trailing edge, xtrail, which evolve

in time as governed by properties of a simulated surge wave. (b) The central flowline of the

BBGS measured in km from the uppermost boundary in the BIF. β values at points away from

the center flowline are given by its associated value at the closest point on the center flowline,

e.g., βA ≡ β(x = 120) and βB ≡ β(x = 145) at any time t. For reference, the Bagley Ice Field

stretches from km-0 to the Bering-Bagley Junction (BBJ) at km-80. Upper Bering roughly cor-

responds to segment of Bering Glacier from km-80 to km-100, Central Bering from km-100 to

km-130 and Lower Bering (or the Bering Lobe) from km-130 to km-156 at the terminus. Most

of the interesting surge dynamics occur in Bering’s main “trunk” which stretches from km-80 to

km-135.

end of quiescence will inform a choice of a surge initiation location along-flowline xinit737

(see Section 5.1).738

With the surge wave propagation speed and the initiation location we can define739

the bounds of an activation zone of actively surging ice, given by the leading and trail-740

ing edge locations, at any time during the surge phase: xactive(t) = x ∈ [xtrail(t), xlead(t)].741

The location of the leading edge of the surge front is given by:742
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xlead(t) = xinit + ufront · t (12)743

where t is simulation time in years. Based on velocity observations of the surge front prop-744

agation in Turrin et al. (2013), we set xtrail(t) = xinit for all times t since velocities ap-745

pear to be elevated in Upper Bering Glacier throughout the initial surge phase from 2008746

through 2010. Therefore,747

xtrail = xinit (13)748

Ice up-glacier and down-glacier of the activation zone is considered “unactivated749

ice” and is assigned the quiescent phase value for the linear friction coefficient, βq.750

The final part of defining of basal friction coefficient during the surge-phase is given751

by the distribution of the β values within the activation zone. Observed surface speeds752

are largest near the leading edge, being significantly higher than the unactivated ice im-753

mediately down-glacier of the edge, and generally decrease as you move up-glacier (W. Kamb754

et al., 1985; Fowler, 1987; Raymond et al., 1987). By estimating linear friction values755

from observed surface velocity data from the 1982-1983 surge of Variegated Glacier, Jay-756

Allemand et al. (2011b) found the β distribution within the activation zone resembled757

a normal curve whose peak was near the leading edge. At some times during the surge,758

the estimated β distribution contained an additional peak up-glacier of the leading edge,759

which Raymond et al. (1987) suggest is due to irregularities in the bedrock topography.760

Based on the longitudinally-linear discrepancies in surge velocities between model and761

observations in Lower Bering in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018), we decide to use a sim-762

ple linear distribution of β within the activation zone. We assign the minimum friction763

coefficient at the leading edge of the surge front, βmin, and have β linearly increase through-764

out the activation zone until its end at the trailing edge where the friction coefficient is765

set to its quiescent value, βq.766

The friction law applies to the entire surge phase but will only be tested for the767

initial surge phase in this paper due to computational limitations mentioned above (Sec-768

tion 3.1). Our simulations use a quiescent friction coefficient of βq = 10−4 MPa·a
m based769

on results from Trantow (2014). The surge front basal friction coefficient value, βmin,770

is set to βmin = 10−5 MPa·a
m , which comes from a result of optimizing the linear basal771

friction coefficient for the surge front in early-2011 (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018). The lin-772

ear transition between the two values within the activation zone describes an approx-773

imation of the observed surge progression during the latest surge, as mentioned previ-774

ously. A diagram of the basal friction coefficient distribution within the activation zone775

is given in Figure 6(a).776

3.3.3 Lateral Boundary777

The material similarity of the glacier’s base and margins (Koehler & Carver, 2018)778

leads to a prescription of the linear friction law at the lateral boundary as well. Exper-779

imentation in Trantow (2014) suggests the lateral friction coefficient, β = βlat, is 5 times780

larger than the nearest basal sliding coefficient based on observed velocities and shear781

behavior near the margins.782

We treat the lateral margins uniformly throughout the entire glacier perimeter by783

assuming a rigid, mountainous boundary (with or without till). This representation, how-784

ever, does not hold for behavior at the glacier terminus. Calving at Bering Glacier’s ter-785

minus is a complicated process somewhat unique among surge-type glaciers in that it786

calves into a series of proglacial lakes, the largest of which is Vitus Lake, rather than the787

ocean. Throughout most of the surge cycle, the terminus is grounded at the lake bed be-788

ing prevented from floating like an ice-shelf by the tensile strength of the ice (Lingle et789
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al., 1993). Unbalanced hydrostatic pressure acting on the glacier bottom pushes upwards790

at the glacier front resulting in a bending moment. The bending moment causes a frac-791

ture, likely at the point of maximum moment occurring at the glacier base, eventually792

leading to calving events. Since Bering Glacier is grounded below hydrostatic equilib-793

rium, the icebergs pop up once calved, and float at a higher elevation than the grounded794

ice at the terminus. The calving mechanism occurring during the surge phase is unknown795

but likely takes the form of an active calving cliff (Lingle et al., 1993).796

We do not model Bering’s complicated and changing calving process in this paper797

and instead treat mass loss from the system due to calving in the following manner. First,798

we extend the glacier model domain by several kilometers (2-5 km) at the glacier ter-799

minus assigning it the minimum ice thickness of 1 meter as required by the model. The800

assumed true glacier terminus is derived from satellite imagery in 2016, marked by a solid801

black line in Figure 7, while the extended model boundary is given by observations of802

the terminus at its maximal extent after the most recent surge (Trantow, 2020). We treat803

all ice-mass that crosses into this extended region as ice lost to the system via calving.804

During the surge, the ice movement into this region may be seen as an approximate rep-805

resentation of terminus extension, but without a retarding force due to lake water. The806

latest surge extended Bering’s terminus 2-4 km (Turrin et al., 2013), therefore our re-807

gion of minimum ice thickness is large enough to account for this phenomenon.808

3.4 Hydropotential as a Proxy for Subglacial Drainage Paths809

Observations of subglacial hydrological systems are sparse, difficult to interpret and810

often do not provide the necessary information required to constrain parameters in a sub-811

glacial drainage model (Andrews et al., 2014; Brinkerhoff et al., 2016; B. de Fleurian et812

al., 2018). Moreover, there are very few applications of subglacial hydrological models813

to real topographies and forcings due to the modeling difficulties (B. de Fleurian et al.,814

2018). The absence of any comprehensive hydrological measurements for the BBGS, com-815

bined with the difficulty of applying a sophisticated subglacial hydrological model to a816

large and complex glacier system, led us to use a calculation of hydraulic potential (hence-817

forth referred to as hydropotential) and its gradient to infer characteristics of the sub-818

glacial hydrological system throughout the surge cycle. The hydropotential does not have819

to be explicitly modeled as its calculation comes directly from glacier geometry after a820

few assumptions are made.821

In this study we use the Shreve Potential (Equation 15) (Shreve, 1972) to estimate822

hydropotential and investigate evolution of glacial hydrologic characteristics through-823

out the surge cycle. More specifically, the gradient of hydropotential (hydraulic gradi-824

ent) is used as a steady-state proxy for water flow. Water is estimated to flow from ar-825

eas of high to low hydropotential in the direction of the (negative) hydraulic gradient.826

This approach has had success in predicting actual subglacial hydrologic characteristics827

(e.g., M. Sharp et al. (1993); Chu et al. (2016)). However, the calculation and subsequent828

analysis of the Shreve Potential requires several assumptions that are perhaps unreal-829

istic for actual glaciers, which we discuss here as we introduce the mathematics.830

Given a certain glacier geometry, the hydropotential is calculated by knowing the831

ice thickness and water pressure at some point within the glacier. The expression for hy-832

dropotential Φ at the bed is given by,833

Φ = ρwgzb + pw (14)834

where ρw is the density of water, zb the elevation of the bedrock and pw = ρigh − N835

the water pressure with ρi representing ice density and N effective pressure. N takes pos-836

itive values during quiescent flow, with smaller values corresponding faster flow, and ap-837
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proaches zero during a surge (Fowler, 1987; Benn et al., 2019). If we assume pw to be838

some fraction 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 of the ice overburden pressure, pi = ρigh, then hydropoten-839

tial can be calculated by,840

Φ = ρwgzb + χρigh (15)841

Using this representation for hydropotential, we see that the higher the water pres-842

sure, the more glacier thickness h effects the water drainage path relative to the topog-843

raphy of the bedrock, given by zb, which governs how water drains in the absence of over-844

burden ice. Similarly, if χ is held constant, Equation 15 implies that a local increase in845

h leads to a χh increase in local water pressure and therefore a (1−χ)h increase in lo-846

cal effective pressure.847

Observations from nearby Columbia Glacier, a fast-moving temperate glacier ∼220 km848

northwest of the BBGS, estimate water pressure ranging from ≈93% of the ice pressure849

near the terminus during its fastest observed velocity in 1984, down to ≈40% of the ice850

pressure up-glacier from the terminus during its slower movement in 1977 (Meier & Post,851

1987). Observed velocities in 1977 were around 0.4 m/day in 1977, and increased to al-852

most 2 m/day by 1984 (Meier & Post, 1987). This range is similar to the range of mean853

surface velocities observed across the BBGS during quiescence (see Section 4.4), and it854

is thereby reasonable to assume similar effective pressures for the BBGS.855

Therefore, for calculations in the following sections, we calculate hydropotential us-856

ing a spatially uniform χ with bounds of 0.4 to 0.93 for the majority of the quiescent phase,857

and χ = 1 (N = 0) for surge initiation at the end of quiescence and during the surge858

phase itself. With N = 0, it is assumed that water completely fills the subglacial (or859

englacial) drainage conduit, while the uniformity assumption implies that the enlarge-860

ment rate of the conduit is the same at every location.861

In addition, the uniformity assumption implies: (1) the glacier ice and subglacial862

till have an intrinsic permeability that is homogenous and isotropic, and (2) the recharge863

of water to the glacier bed is spatiotemporally uniform (Gulley et al., 2009, 2012). The864

spatiotemporal heterogeneity of both subglacial water recharge, i.e., water entering the865

subglacial drainage system, and hydraulic conductivity at the glacier bed have both been866

identified by Gulley et al. (2012) to be important components of estimating hydropo-867

tential, and they are not accounted for in the formulation of Equation 15. However, given868

our available data sets and the usefulness the Shreve potential approach to estimate sub-869

glacial drainage characteristics in some previous studies (M. Sharp et al., 1993; Chu et870

al., 2016), we proceed to estimate hydropotential using Equation 15 keeping in mind its871

assumptions and limitations.872

4 The Quiescent Phase873

Prognostic simulations of the entire quiescent phase help identify how mass is re-874

distributed in the BBGS over the course of normal flow, which leads to conditions fa-875

vorable for surging. After providing some model specifics for the quiescent simulation,876

we analyze the mass redistribution results and estimate mass loss over 20-years of qui-877

escent flow (Section 4.1). Next we infer changes in the basal hydrological system caused878

by the mass redistribution through calculation of the subglacial hydraulic gradient (Sec-879

tion 4.2). We then identify reservoir areas and associated subglacial topography char-880

acteristics that are responsible for the observed changes in Section 4.3. Finally, we com-881

pare simulated and observed velocity during quiescence and propose a way to increase882

complexity of the quiescent phase friction law to better match observations in Section883

4.4.884
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We simulate quiescent flow for 20 years using 10-day time increments (730 total885

time steps), which corresponds to the approximate length of the observed BBGS qui-886

escent phases since 1900 (B. F. Molnia & Post, 2010a). While the most recent quiescent887

phase, beginning in 1996, lasted only 12-15 years, the results in this section remain ap-888

plicable as changes during quiescent flow are gradual and evolve monotonically. The mag-889

nitude of changes expected during the last full quiescent phase however, might not be890

as dramatic as the 20-year results given in this section.891

4.1 Elevation Change and Mass Loss892

Figure 7(a) shows modeled quiescent elevation change by differencing the initial893

surface elevation with the surface elevation after 20 years of evolution. The initial ice894

surface is taken as the glacier surface after 50 time steps of free evolution in order to re-895

duce any elevation-change signals arising from errors in the input surface DEM (Trantow896

et al., 2020).897

Figure 7(b) shows the approximate contribution of SMB forcing on the overall qui-898

escent elevation-change signal. The approximation is calculated by applying the SMB899

rate to the initial topography aggregated for 20 years. The true SMB signal changes at900

each time step due to a redistribution of ice-surface elevation with the gravity-forced dy-901

namics tending to move ice to lower elevation, and therefore this approximate SMB elevation-902

change signal has a slight positive bias. With total mean elevation changes of -16.77 ±903

72.25 m in Figure 7(a), the estimated SMB signal would have an approximate error of904

-0.027 ± 0.12 m compared to the true SMB signal that changes at each time step (see905

Equation 2.4).906

With our enforced accumulation/ablation pattern based on observations in the cur-907

rent realm of climatic warming, it is not surprising that the overall glacier system loses908

mass. We see accumulation up to 20 m throughout most of the Bagley Ice Field with909

significant melt rates throughout Bering Glacier and the lower Bagley exceeding 30 me-910

ters near Bering’s terminus. These rates lead to a total estimated volume loss signal of911

25.21 km3 from SMB over the 20-year simulation (1.363 km3 per year).912

Subtracting the SMB signal from the total simulated elevation-change we receive913

the dynamic-residual, i.e., the elevation change signal from the dynamics of the glacier914

(Figure 7(c)). Clearly, the pattern of elevation-change is dominated by the dynamics of915

the glacier which is expected for the relatively fast-moving temperate glaciers of south-916

east Alaska. Ice loss due to dynamics comes in the form of calving which we estimate917

as mass passing past the flux-gate marking the initial terminus (black line in Figure 7(c))918

and into the extended region at the front of the glacier (see Section 3.3.3). Over the course919

of the 20 year quiescent phase, we estimate 12.88 km3 of volume loss due to calving in920

the BBGS (0.644 km3 per year). Thus, the combined volume loss is approximately 38.09921

km3 for 20 years (1.90 km3 per year) with SMB contributing to 2/3 of the signal and922

volume loss due to dynamics (calving) contributing to 1/3.923

The SMB estimate on Bering Glacier alone is -28.12 km3 (-1.41 km3 per year), which924

is larger than the net SMB for all of the BBGS due to the primary accumulation zone925

being above Bering Glacier in the Bagley Ice Field. In addition, all of the BBGS ice loss926

associated with the dynamics (calving) can be prescribed to ice-loss from Bering Glacier927

since ice exists the system at its terminus in Vitus Lake. This gives a combined volume928

loss estimate of -41.00 km3 (2.05 km3 per year).929

Converting these volume estimates to mass loss estimates is not straight forward930

due the presence of crevasses (volume-voids in the ice mass) and density variation in the931

firn (R. P. Sharp, 1951; Huss, 2013), which would significantly effect mass loss estimates932

from SMB. Temperate firn has a depth that usually depends on elevation and can ex-933

ceed 10 m on glaciers similar to the BBGS (R. P. Sharp, 1951; Arcone, 2002). The av-934
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Elevation change results from 20-year quiescent simulation of the BBGS.

(a) Total elevation change in meters. (b) Approximate SMB component of elevation change.

(c) Approximate dynamic component of elevation change. The black line marks the assumed

glacier terminus, derived from the observed 2016 boundary, and is treated as a flux gate to esti-

mate calving.

erage firn density, found at a few meters depth, is approximately 700 kg/m3 for temper-935

ate glacier ice near the St. Elias Mountains like the BBGS (R. P. Sharp, 1951). Adopt-936

ing this average value to convert the Bering Glacier volume loss estimate to mass loss937

for the SMB component gives 19.68 Gt over 20 years (0.98 Gt per year). Mass loss from938

dynamics (calving) assumes a full glacier ice density of 917 kg/m3, as the firn compo-939

nent is negligible due to its limited depth compared to the overall glacier thickness at940

the terminus (upwards of 400 m, Figure 4(c)). Thus, the ice mass loss due to calving is941

estimated at 11.81 Gt (0.590 Gt per yr). Together, our model’s estimate of mass loss from942

Bering Glacier is -31.50 Gt over 20 years of quiescent flow (-1.57 Gt per year).943
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Mass balance numbers given by Larsen et al. (2015) estimate that Bering Glacier944

mass loss is 2.73 Gt per year based on lidar observations from 2000-2013. While our es-945

timate is significantly lower, the time range in Larsen et al. (2015) covers the majority946

of the latest surge where signifiant mass loss would be experienced through dynamic com-947

ponents (e.g., calving). While we do not provide mass loss estimates during the surge948

phase, assuming that our estimates are correct for the 8 years of quiescent flow from 2000-949

2008, mass loss may reach 4.59 Gt per year during the surging years between 2008 and950

2013.951

4.2 Hydropotential Analysis952

We use hydropotential to infer characteristics of the subglacial drainage system that953

result from changing geometries, as described in Section 3.4. Maps of hydropotential pro-954

vide estimates for the path that water takes through the ice-bed interface as it drains955

to the glacier terminus, flowing down the hydraulic gradient from high to low (hydro)potential.956

The basal hydropotential depends on local ice thickness and can therefore deviate957

from the topographic gradient of the bedrock, that is, the accumulation of ice in reser-958

voir areas during quiescence changes the drainage paths of subglacial water. In general,959

the steeper the surface slope, the less the glacial drainage flows along the local bed to-960

pography (Shreve, 1972). Therefore, we expect the glacier steepening near the reservoir961

areas to divert the flow of water at the base from its early-quiescent path.962

While hydropotential maps are derived from modeling results in this section, they963

can also be derived simply from observations using a surface and bedrock DEM. We per-964

form this observation-based analysis for the BBGS during (Summer 2011) and near the965

end (Summer 2013) of the surge in Section 5.3, owing to the availability of reliable CryoSat-966

2 data in the area beginning in 2011 (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2016). Hydropotential maps967

derived from a model are as accurate as those from observations in so long as they are968

able to accurately represent the surface elevation, or more importantly elevation-change969

since our model is initialized with observed topography. Trantow (2020) (Section 7.3)970

demonstrates the model’s ability to accurately model elevation change in the BBGS, and971

therefore we expect the model-derived hydropotential maps to be as reliable as observationally-972

derived maps.973

Figure 8 gives a full spatial map of the basal hydropotential of the BBGS in year-974

1 and year-20 of the quiescent simulation. Colored contours are given at 0.2 MPa in-975

tervals while black labeled contours are given at 1.6 MPa intervals. The general direc-976

tion in which water flows will be perpendicular to the equipotentials of the hydropoten-977

tial. Subglacial water storage occurs in closed areas of lower hydropotential (hydropo-978

tential wells), similar to ordinary lakes forming in closed areas of lower elevation (Shreve,979

1972).980

These maps indicate that the efficiency of the hydrologic drainage throughout Bering981

Glacier’s trunk, given by the amount of contours per distance along the flowline, is much982

lower in year-20. The 1.6 MPa black reference lines are given in the figure to help high-983

light this change. Moreover, we see the development of potential wells throughout Bering984

Glacier as indicated by the arrows in Figure 8(b). The formation and expansion of hy-985

dropotential wells indicates increased water storage capacity as the quiescent phase ma-986

tures. The development of hydropotential wells is most clear in the 2D contour maps of987

Figure 8 when assuming larger values for χ, and we therefore set χ = 1 for these maps.988

To better visualize and quantify these subglacial drainage changes in Bering Glacier’s989

trunk, we created along-flowline plots of the hydropotential and hydraulic gradient by990

averaging the values across the glacier width. Figure 6(b) gives a reference to the along-991

flowline distance starting at the uppermost accumulation zone near the Eastern Bagley992

Ice Field’s confluence with Columbus Glacier, and ending ∼157 km down glacier at Bering’s993
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Figure 8. Modeled basal hydropotential for at the beginning and end of the 20-

year quiescent phase simulation of the BBGS. Colored contours are given at 0.2 MPa

intervals while black-lined contours are given at 1.6 MPa intervals. (a) Basal hydropotential

for at the beginning of the quiescent phase in year 1. (b) Basal hydropotential at the end of a

20-year quiescent phase. The black lines indicate notable hydropotential-wells that have grown or

developed over the course of 20-years of quiescent flow. Both maps assume zero effective pressure

(χ = 1).

terminus. Note however, that labeling this the flowline is somewhat misleading as sev-994

eral flow regimes exist and multiple subglacial troughs divide the flow across the glacier995

width, especially near the lobe area past the 125 km mark (B. F. Molnia & Post, 2010a;996

Trantow, 2020).997

These plots assume that water drains across an entire given transect, however, the998

water flux across the transect will likely vary. For example, most water would likely drain999

through a narrow trough near the glacier center, with less water crossing the transect1000

near the glacier margins. Our hydropotential analysis assumes that water input to the1001

glacier system is in a steady state (Section 3.4), and therefore this type of width-averaged1002

analysis compares the flow across a given transect relative to the same transect at a dif-1003

ferent time. These plots do not quantify the magnitude of the water flux across a tran-1004
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sect, but instead provide insight into the changing tendency of efficient down-glacier flow1005

compared to less-efficient transverse, or even up-glacier, drainage.1006

We investigate several cases based on possible water pressures given as a fraction1007

of the overburden pressure, χ, which ranges from 0.4 to 0.93 based on observations from1008

the nearby Columbia Glacier (see Section 3.4). We also look at the case when effective1009

pressure is zero, χ = 1, which is expected at the end of quiescence and at surge initi-1010

ation.1011

Figure 9(a) shows the mean along-flowline elevation (dashed line) and hydropoten-1012

tial with high representative water pressure (χ = 0.93, dotted line) and a low repre-1013

sentative water pressure (χ = 0.4, dashed-dotted line) at both the beginning (red) and1014

end (blue) of the quiescent experiment over the trunk of Bering Glacier (km-80 to km-1015

135). Hydropotential tends to vary more at lower water pressure, whereas at higher wa-1016

ter pressures, the hydropotential profile begins to more closely resemble the glacier sur-1017

face profile as expected from Equation 15 when the glacier surface height (or glacier thick-1018

ness in general) begins to influence the drainage path more significantly.1019

It is the difference in hydropotential, across some fixed distance, that is the salient1020

measure of hydraulic flow efficiency rather than the magnitude of hydropotential at some1021

location. We therefore analyze the difference in hydropotential across Bering Glacier’s1022

trunk which decreases over the course of quiescence for each water pressure case. In the1023

high water pressure case, χ = 0.93, the difference in hydropotential across the trunk1024

decreased by 16.0% while for low water pressure case, χ = 0.4, the decrease was smaller1025

at 10.4%. There is less of a decrease in the low pressure case since the hydropotential1026

is less influenced by the changing glacier thickness and is more influenced by the fixed1027

bedrock topography (Equation 15). Even without considering the existence of hydropo-1028

tential wells, this result suggests that over the course of quiescence Bering Glacier’s trunk1029

evolves to drain basal water less efficiently down-glacier, with more transverse drainage1030

paths, assuming a fixed water inflow rate and pressure.1031

In Figure 9(b) we provide a range for the basal hydraulic gradient profile during1032

quiescence. We see that the hydraulic gradient takes on more extreme values, particu-1033

larly in Upper Bering above km-105, when the water pressure is lower (χ = 0.4) and1034

the drainage paths are more closely aligned with the bed topographic gradient (Equa-1035

tion 15). A positive hydraulic gradient implies water flowing up-glacier (averaged across1036

the glacier width), indicating a local storage in basal water.1037

With the accumulation of water, we would expect basal water pressures to rise (in-1038

creasing χ values) resulting in drainage paths that give more weight to the local ice over-1039

burden pressure. As seen in Figure 9(b), a larger χ value results in a more uniform down-1040

glacier flow, given by less variable hydraulic gradient values. Thus, the glacier can ac-1041

commodate an increasing basal water pressure with more efficient down-glacier drainage.1042

However, several locations remain where water tends to accumulate throughout quies-1043

cence no matter the basal water pressure, namely around km-97, km-102 and km-1241044

which we discuss further in the next section regarding reservoir areas. The locations of1045

the reservoir areas remain the same independent of the value of χ.1046

Figure 9(c) shows the mean along-flowline hydraulic gradient of Bering Glacier’s1047

trunk over the course of quiescence (solid lines) with shaded areas reflecting locations1048

where Bering Glacier is storing basal water, given by positive hydraulic gradients. Here1049

we assume χ = 1, as expected by the end of quiescence, to demonstrate the evolving1050

hydraulic gradient independently of water pressure. We attain similar results for any fixed1051

χ value.1052

Clearly, the amount of water being stored at the end of quiescence (shaded blue1053

area) has increased significantly from the beginning of quiescence (shaded red area). The1054

amount of water stored in the hydropotential wells, as estimated by the area of each line1055
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Change across the Bering Glacier trunk with regards to hydropotential

and surface elevation over the course of the modeled quiescent phase. Red lines reflect

the glacier state at the beginning of quiescence while blue lines reflect the end of quiescence state.

(a) Hydropotential at high representative water pressure (χ = 0.93, dotted lines and low repre-

sentative pressures (χ = 0.4, dashed-dotted line), together with the mean surface elevation profile

(dashed lines). (b) A range of hydropotential gradients across Bering Glacier’s trunk for the cases

in (a). (c) Hydropotential gradient at zero effective pressure (χ = 1, solid lines), representing the

end-of-quiescence state, and relative surface elevation (dashed lines). Relative surface elevation is

calculated by removing the mean slope of surface elevation. Shaded areas reflect locations where

the hydropotential gradient is above zero implying water flowing up-glacier, i.e., subglacial water

storage. Black arrows indicate growing surface bulges.
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above zero, has increase by 246% over the course of quiescence. These well-areas, and1056

other areas where the hydraulic gradient is less than zero along the flowline, correspond1057

to the surge “trigger zones” identified in Robin and Weertman (1973) where basal wa-1058

ter is “dammed” increasing stored water in the up-glacier zones where the hydraulic gra-1059

dient is near-zero, which corresponds to the “collection areas”.1060

The dashed lines in Figure 9(c) show the relative elevation initially (red) and af-1061

ter 20-years of quiescent flow (blue). Relative elevation is found by subtracting the mean1062

slope from the elevation profiles in Figure 9(a) and indicates where reservoir areas, or1063

surface bulges, are forming. The black arrows around km-97 and km-123 indicate build-1064

ing reservoir areas, while the high relative-elevation area around km-118 retains a fixed1065

magnitude throughout the quiescent phase while steepening on it’s up-glacier-side. The1066

enlarging reservoir areas and steepening of local geometry lead to increased stored wa-1067

ter in the areas 2-4 km up-glacier of these bulges. We also identify an area of stored wa-1068

ter around km-102 without a large corresponding surface bulge, however, the relative sur-1069

face slope in this area is steepening due to local bedrock characteristics as we shall see1070

in the following section.1071

In summary, our hydropotential analysis for the quiescent phase shows that when1072

basal water pressure is lower (smaller values of χ), (positive) hydropotential gradients1073

are larger while the hydropotential difference across the glacier’s trunk is smaller. There-1074

fore when basal water pressure is lower during quiescence, there is slower, less efficient1075

drainage and more basal water is present across the length of the Bering Glacier trunk1076

where most of the surge activity occurs. Even when χ is at its maximum value of one,1077

representing zero effective pressure, locations of positive hydropotential gradients remain1078

present and are enlarged by the formation of reservoir areas during the course of qui-1079

escent flow (Figure 9(c)). Therefore, independent of the choice of χ, positive hydraulic1080

gradients are always present during quiescence at several key locations, which, as we dis-1081

cuss in the next section, coincide with potential bedrock-controlled trigger areas for var-1082

ious stages of a BBGS surge.1083

4.3 Reservoir Areas and Bedrock Topography1084

The locations of the reservoir areas, along with the basal water storage areas, are1085

attributed to the characteristics of Bering Glacier’s bedrock topography, shown in Fig-1086

ure 10(a), whose shape is influenced by the local faults (Koehler & Carver, 2018; Tran-1087

tow, 2020). In particular, it is the extension of the surrounding mountain ridges under-1088

neath the glacier, termed “subglacial ridges”, that are responsible for damming ice at1089

these locations. Black arrows in Figure 10 point out some of the significant subglacial1090

ridges. Directly up-glacier of these ridges are local deepenings in the basal topography1091

where water collects. Ice-mass build-up in front of these deepenings, caused by the sub-1092

glacial ridges, slows the down-glacier drainage resulting in increased water retention in1093

this area as shown in Figure 9(b).1094

The three reservoir areas we have identified through our quiescent phase simula-1095

tion are circled in red in Figure 10(a) and the four areas of subglacial water storage are1096

circled in dark purple. These areas are possible locations where surge initiation (or re-1097

initiation) occurs, likely at the down-glacier edge of the reservoir areas where ice-surface1098

geometry is steepest (Fig. 10(a)). The reservoir area centered at km-97 with a leading1099

edge at km-100, termed RA-97, is identified by Burgess et al. (2013) to be the reservoir1100

area for the initial surge phase in early-2008, which, after mass transfer to the receiv-1101

ing areas, likely caused the observed rift in the former receiving area (Herzfeld, 1998; Herzfeld,1102

McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013; Trantow, 2020). D. R. Fatland and Lingle (2002) hy-1103

pothesize that RA-97 is the reservoir area for the 1993-1995 surge of Bering Glacier. RA-1104

97 is formed by two transverse pairs of subglacial ridges just up-glacier of Ovtsyn Glacier1105

on the north margin and just down-glacier of Kuleska Glacier on the south margin. Ice-1106
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mass accumulates behind the ridges, filling the deep bedrock depression, giving the thick-1107

est ice in all of Bering Glacier.1108

The reservoir area centered at km-124 with a leading edge at km-126, termed RA-1109

124, is identified as the reservoir area in 2010/2011 by Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura,1110

et al. (2013) for the major surge phase occurring in early 2011, who measured a promi-1111

nent surface lowering at this location of over 50 m in the summer of 2011 indicating a1112

bulge collapse after the surge had been progressing for several months. Down-glacier of1113

RA-124 in the Bering lobe is an area of complex topography where the deep trough run-1114

ning through Bering’s trunk splits into two major branches, which we term the Tashal-1115

ish Trough in the west and the Grindle Trough in the east, with even more subglacial1116

troughs appearing further down-glacier in the lobe area. The Khitrov and Grindle Hills1117

on the north and south side of the glacier respectively, produce large subglacial ridges1118

that serve to accumulate ice before it crosses the Khitrov-Grindle line by flowing down1119

a particularly steep section of bedrock into the lobe area. This steep slope, identified along1120

the Grindle Corner in aerial imagery by a series of ice falls (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura,1121

et al., 2013; Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018), explains why the surge wave, as measured by1122

Turrin et al. (2013), speeds-up once it reaches this area.1123

Subglacial ridges that continue from nearby mountain ridges are also frequent in1124

the Bagley Ice Field, as seen in Figure 10(b), causing ice-mass build-ups directly up-glacier1125

(specifically near km-64, km-41, km-31, km-23, km-12 and km-3). Their existence in the1126

BIF is evident from the topographically induced en-échelon crevasses (Figure 3(f)) (Herzfeld1127

& Mayer, 1997; Herzfeld et al., 2004; Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013).1128

The Bagley Ice Field does not experience a full-scale surge of its own due in part1129

to a lack of significant melt-water throughout all but the lowest parts of the ice field (Herzfeld,1130

McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013). As seen in our SMB prescription (Figures 5 and 7(b)),1131

along with Larsen et al. (2015), most of the Bagley Ice Field lies in the accumulation zone1132

of the glacier system and experiences minimal surface melt throughout the year. The lower1133

part of the Bagley Ice Field does experience significant melt with a net-negative SMB1134

balance down-glacier of km-60. The reservoir area at km-64 (RA-64) coincides in loca-1135

tion with a small acceleration event (mini-surge) identified by Burgess et al. (2013) that1136

occurred in the Bagley Ice Field during quiescence in 2003. Based on the local basal to-1137

pography, the released basal water during the mini-surge event would divert northwest1138

through Tana Glacier, quickly exiting the subglacial drainage system, and little basal wa-1139

ter would be expected to flow across the BBJ into Bering Glacier. Tana Glacier is sig-1140

nificantly shorter and thinner than Bering Glacier, with shorter water drainage passage-1141

ways, and can evolve more readily to accommodate up-glacier changes in mass and wa-1142

ter flux. Tana Glacier is not a surge-type glacier (Lingle & Fatland, 2003; Burgess et al.,1143

2013), and thus mass imbalances and water retainment likely do not occur on the scale1144

that they do in Bering Glacier.1145

Lingle and Fatland (2003) describe velocities in the BIF during the 1993-1995 BBGS1146

surge using SAR interferometry and found a large “bullseye” at the location of RA-64.1147

The bulls-eye corresponds to englacial water build-up that had caused vertical motion1148

in the glacier during the 1993-1995 BBGS surge. Due to RA-64’s location just above the1149

BBJ, hydrologic changes experienced here may have some affect on Upper Bering Glacier1150

where the surge is thought to initiate.1151

4.4 Velocity Comparisons and Relation to Hydraulic Gradient1152

We compare modeled velocity to observed velocity during the quiescent phase in1153

order to (1) check that our modeled velocity is close to observations and (2) use the dif-1154

ferences to suggest ways to improve the quiescent phase modeling. Figure 11(a) gives1155

the observed mean annual velocity across the BBGS from 2020-03-08 to 2021-03-03 as1156
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(a)

(a)

Figure 10. Locations of estimated reservoir areas and water storage over bedrock

topography for Bering Glacier and the Bagley Ice Field. The along-flowline distance is

given by the black line (km) while black arrows indicate subglacial features that contribute to the

formation of the reservoir areas. a) Bering Glacier bedrock topography. Possible reservoir areas

are circled in red and water storage areas are circled in dark purple. (b) Bagley Ice Field bedrock

topography with notable subglacial ridges indicated by arrows. BBJ – Bering-Bagley junction,

TG – Tana Glacier, KG – Kuleska Glacier, OG – Ovtsyn Glacier, TT – Tashalish Trough, GT –

Grindle Trough, KH – Khitrov Hills, GH – Grindle Hills. The bedrock topography comes from

JPL-WISE measurements (Rignot et al., 2013) that were interpolated to a DEM for the model

(Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018).

derived from Sentinel 1A imagery using the SNAP toolbox (provided for analysis of SAR1157

data by ESA,(Veci et al., 2014)). Around 90% of the glacier system moves at a rate less1158

than 1 m/day, but there are pockets of accelerated flow throughout that exceed 2 m/day1159

with max speeds reaching 5 m/day in Central Bering Glacier. These pockets coincide1160

with the areas of water retainment identified in the previous section. This result sug-1161

gests that the observed acceleration pockets are correlated with local hydrologic drainage1162
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inefficiencies leading to low effective pressures. Maps during other years of quiescence1163

show similar patterns (Trantow (2020), Chapter 4.2).1164

Figure 11(b) gives the modeled velocity near the end of quiescence at the same scale1165

as the observed velocity in (a), and Figure 11(c) shows the observed velocity minus the1166

modeled velocity with a mean difference of -0.21 ± 0.63 m/day across the BBGS. Sim-1167

ilar to observations, our model predicts that 93% of the glacier moves slower than 1 m/day,1168

with areas of accelerated flow. The areas of accelerated flow however, do not directly co-1169

incide with observations, which is likely due to the use of a uniform friction law that doesn’t1170

account for spatial variability in effective pressure. One possible way to account for the1171

variability in pressure within the quiescent phase friction formulation is to use the hy-1172

draulic gradient as a proxy for effective pressure.1173

Figure 11(d) plots the along-flowline velocity difference (blue) averaged across the1174

glacier width versus the smoothed hydraulic gradient along-flowline (red) at the end of1175

quiescence (χ = 1). The hydraulic gradient is smoothed across a 5 km length to avoid1176

high frequency signals that may result from errors in the basal topography. The 5 km1177

length was chosen to match the approximate size of the dominant basal features, i.e., the1178

troughs, throughout Bering’s trunk. We see that the hydraulic gradient at locations in1179

Bering Glacier and lower Bagley, i.e. the ablation zone down-glacier of km-65, are cor-1180

related with the difference between observed and modeled velocity, which suggests that1181

a linear relationship exists.1182

Places along-flowline where our model over-estimates surface velocity have corre-1183

sponding dip in the local hydraulic gradient and vice versa. This correlation suggests the1184

possibility for hydraulic gradient estimates to inform the spatial variability of a non-uniform1185

friction coefficient for the quiescent phase. A general formulation of a friction coefficient1186

that reflects this is given by,1187

β = β(∇Φ) (16)1188

where β is the linear friction coefficient from Equation 10. Note that an effective pres-1189

sure relationship is assumed through the choice of χ in the hydropotential calculation1190

(Equation 15). This formulation can be extended to the surge-phase friction represen-1191

tation as well (Equation 11), based on similar model-data velocity differences found in1192

Trantow and Herzfeld (2018) during the early-2011 period of the latest BBGS surge.1193

While there is a consistent correlation between model-data velocity difference and1194

the hydraulic gradient in the ablation zone, there is larger variability in the hydraulic1195

gradient relative to the mean velocity difference in the accumulation zone, likely due to1196

less basal water and a smaller χ value, implying that χ likely depends on the along-flowline1197

location, x. In summary, these findings constitute an advance in the physical process un-1198

derstanding of basal sliding during a glacier surge cycle.1199
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Observed and modeled ice-surface velocity during the BBGS quiescent

phase. (a) Observed velocity derived from Sentinel-1 SAR imagery (S1A, 2020-03-08 and 2021-

03-03). (b) Modeled velocity near the end of quiescence. (c) Observed-modeled velocity difference

with along-flowline distance plotted in black (observed minus modeled). (d) Mean velocity differ-

ence (blue) and smoothed hydraulic gradient (red) along-flowline (χ = 1). The black vertical line

marks the equilibrium-line altitude (ELA) that divides the accumulation zone up-glacier and the

ablation-zone down-glacier where significant amounts of melt-water exist during the melt season.

The Bering Bagley Junction (BBJ) at km-80 marks the divide between Bagley Ice Field (km-0

to km-80) and Bering Glacier (km-80 to km-157) with Bering’s trunk stretching from km-80 to

km-135.
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5 The Surge Phase1200

Here we model the ∼2-year initial surge phase as it progresses through the trunk1201

of Bering Glacier (corresponding to the 2008-2010 phase of the most recent surge). A1202

full-Stokes simulation of the full surge phase that includes the second surge phase, most1203

recently occurring in 2011-2013, is calculated more feasibly using high-performance com-1204

puting which is left for future work. In the mean time, we supplement interpretation of1205

the second surge phase and the return to quiescence using observed CryoSat-2 Digital1206

Elevation Models and Landsat-derived velocity maps from 2011 and 2013 (Trantow &1207

Herzfeld, 2016).1208

In this surge phase section, we begin by postulating a surge initiation criterion in1209

Section 5.1 based on the results of the quiescent phase experiments which may serve to1210

link quiescent and surge simulations in future experiments. Next, we present the results1211

of our two-year surge-simulation of the BBGS’s initial surge phase given by a surge wave1212

propagating trough Bering Glacier’s trunk in Section 5.2. We present results of modeled1213

velocity (Section 5.2.1), basal shear stress (Section 5.2.2), elevation change (Section 5.2.3)1214

and hydropotential (Section 5.2.4) at various time stamps throughout the simulation.1215

Finally, in order to complete our picture of the surge past the initial phase, we use CryoSat-1216

2 observations in Section 5.3 to analyze mass redistribution and hydrologic drainage ef-1217

ficiency during the 2011-2013 phase of the most recent BBGS surge (second surge phase)1218

ending with the transition back to a quiescent state (Section 5.4).1219

5.1 A Surge Initiation Criterion for the BBGS1220

Surge initiation, or the surge trigger, refers to a sudden dynamic change in the flow1221

state of the glacier. It is poorly understood and is likely more complicated than a sin-1222

gle event in time occurring at a particular location (Meier & Post, 1969; Raymond, 1987;1223

Harrison & Post, 2003). Predicting surge initiation based on the state of the modeled1224

glacier is an interesting topic that may require a dedicated study of its own. Here we in-1225

vestigate our end-of-quiescent results to identify likely surge initiation locations and im-1226

portant parameters that can be used in a surge initiation criterion to connect a quies-1227

cent phase simulation with a surge phase simulation.1228

The traditional surge hypothesis states that surges are triggered due to an inter-1229

nal change in the system such as the collapse of a generally efficient drainage system (EDS)1230

(Meier & Post, 1969; Clarke et al., 1984; Raymond, 1987; Harrison & Post, 2003). Trantow1231

(2020) showed that surge initiation of the last three BBGS surges showed no clear cor-1232

relation with nearby monthly precipitation and temperature anomalies, with respect to1233

their decades-long average, as measured by the nearby Cordova weather station. Fur-1234

thermore, an annually-averaged modeling approach like the one used in this study would1235

not be able to resolve the exact seasonal timing of the surge, yet it is able to identify the1236

secular trends in glacier geometry and hydrology that leave the glacier primed for surg-1237

ing for a given year. We therefore investigate only parameters associated with the glacier1238

geometry and the basal drainage system, via hydropotential analysis, to postulate a pos-1239

sible surge-initiation criterion.1240

First, we can use our current quiescent phase model results to estimate locations1241

for where the surge may initiate. A sudden change in drainage efficiency is likely to oc-1242

cur at locations with steep hydraulic gradients where water is least likely to accumulate1243

and maintain the water pressure for a functioning drainage channel (W. Kamb et al., 1985;1244

W. B. Kamb, 1987). As seen in Figure 9(b), for all choices of χ, the steepest (and neg-1245

ative) hydraulic gradients are modeled near the leading edge of the reservoir area bulges,1246

particularly at km-100 and km-120. We see that the growing reservoir area at km-97 (RA-1247

97), with a leading edge around km-100, causes a steeper hydraulic gradient to develop1248

near the leading edge while the gradient gets less steep at the km-119 reservoir area where1249
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the shape of the leading edge remains relatively constant. The initial surge was observed1250

to trigger near km-97 to km-100 in the latest surge Burgess et al. (2013), and for the pur-1251

poses of this paper we trigger the surge simulation at this location after the 20 year qui-1252

escent evolution.1253

For future simulations that run over the course of an entire surge cycle, we can adopt1254

a deterministic surge initiation criterion based on our quiescent-phase hydropotential re-1255

sults (Section 4.2) by setting a threshold on the amount of subglacial water storage up-1256

glacier of an increasingly steep hydraulic gradient. For example, we can track the rel-1257

ative water build-up around the reservoir areas by calculating the area of the hydraulic1258

gradient above zero (see Fig. 9). Once this value reaches a set threshold value, e.g., the1259

end-of-quiescent value given by the blue line in Figure 9(b)), the flow regime is allowed1260

to change suddenly at that location by switching from the quiescent phase friction rep-1261

resentation (Eqn. 10) to the surge phase friction representation (Eqn. 11). This forms1262

a unified friction law for the BBGS that can automatically initiate a surge wave. Alter-1263

natively, instead of a purely deterministic surge initiation criterion, a probabilistic method1264

can be adopted whose density function is based on the modeled hydraulic gradient.1265

5.2 Surge Simulations1266

In this section, we present the initial surge phase modeling results with respect to1267

velocity, basal shear stress, elevation change and hydropotential. This experiment mod-1268

els only the surge progressing through the mid to lower Bering Glacier trunk and cor-1269

responds roughly to the 2008-2010 portion of the latest BBGS surge. We simulate the1270

surge by imposing the surge wave friction representation described in Section 3.3.2.2. Based1271

on observations of the surge wave during the latest surge by Turrin et al. (2013), we set1272

the surge wave propagation speed to ufront = 50 m/day (18.25 km/year) and as men-1273

tioned in the previous section, we set the along-flowline surge initiation location to xinit =1274

100 km, i.e., at the leading edge of RA-97.1275

We use 132 5-day time steps (660 total simulation days) and do not include SMB1276

forcing due to the short length of the experiment. The 5-day temporal resolution, while1277

chosen based on computational resource considerations, is considered sufficient to cap-1278

ture the rapid dynamic changes that occur during a surge. We choose not to enforce SMB1279

as its effect would be less than 5 m elevation change throughout the simulation, based1280

on Equation 2.4, and we are more interested in an experiment that isolates the larger1281

dynamic component of the surge. A simulation that included SMB-forcing would not give1282

results that are significantly different than those presented in this section.1283

5.2.1 Velocity1284

Figure 12 displays the surface velocity at various times during the simulated ini-1285

tial surge phase. Near the beginning of the simulation (Figure 12(a)), when the surge1286

has only affected a portion of the glacier (from km-100 to km-110), large surface veloc-1287

ities exceeding 1800 m/year (∼5 m/day) are identified. The fastest speeds at this time1288

reach 10.25 m/day which is similar to maximum observed velocities in this area given1289

by Burgess et al. (2013) of 9 m/day. At later time steps, when the surge is progressing1290

down-glacier, velocities subside in this area. When the surge front is moving through the1291

thick ice along km-110 to km-120 (Fig. 12 (c)), modeled ice-surface velocities are notice-1292

ably reduced and do not exceed 1000 m/year aside from isolated regions near the mar-1293

gins that may have arisen due to edge effects in the model. This area of thick ice con-1294

tained relatively few surge crevasses compared to the rest of Bering’s trunk (Trantow &1295

Herzfeld, 2018), which is consistent with the lower velocities modeled here.1296

We observe similar spatial velocity patterns in Bering’s trunk between our mod-1297

eled velocities and the maps produced by Burgess et al. (2013) for 2010. Burgess et al.1298
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(2013) labels the areas of high velocity in Central Bering as “surge fronts”, however, our1299

model shows that these spatial patterns are persistent across the initial surge phase. The1300

assumed surge fronts in Figure 3 of Burgess et al. (2013) are transposed on our modeled1301

velocity map using black lines in Figure 12(b). Our results indicate that these high-velocity1302

areas in Central Bering are not associated with surge fronts but are rather attributed1303

to particulars of the local bedrock topography where the spurs act like a nozzle through1304

which ice moves faster relative to the incoming ice up-glacier.1305

In addition, Burgess et al. (2013) observed that the surge appeared to subside be-1306

tween the initial acceleration in 2008 (initial surge phase) and the reinitiation in 20111307

(second surge phase). Our simulation here, however, shows that while the surge kine-1308

matic wave continues to progress down glacier, peak ice-surface speeds lessen when prop-1309

agating through the ice between km-110 and km-125. This resembles an apparent sub-1310

sidence in surge activity but in fact the surge continues to progress uninterrupted as the1311

wave propagates down-glacier. Not only does the glacier become wider after km-110, but1312

the subglacial spurs are not as prominent and do not reach as far toward the center of1313

the glacier compared to those found in Upper Bering (Figure 10(a)). Hence, there is less1314

of a nozzle-effect as the surging ice is allowed to flow more easily down-glacier (longitu-1315

dinally), across a greater width of the glacier, without being blocked by the spurs. There-1316

fore, relative to the rest of Bering’s trunk, less stress is experienced at the ice-surface at1317

this location resulting in fewer surge crevasses as reflected by observations and model-1318

ing in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018).1319

Near the end of the simulation (Figure 12(d)), when the surge front has reached1320

km-125, peak modeled velocities begin to once again increase, reaching maximums near1321

10 m/day (excluding modeled velocities in the overflow area, which are unrealistically1322

high based on previous observations (Trantow, 2020) likely due to edge effects). Here,1323

the subglacial spurs emanating from the Khitrov Hills in the north and the Grindle Hills1324

in the south become more prominent increasing the nozzle-effect. Moreover, the anoma-1325

lous rise of bedrock topography in the central trough, circled in red at km-125 in Fig-1326

ure 10(a), adds to the nozzle-effect effectively creating two “nozzles” together with the1327

spurs on either side.The modeled peak velocities in this area are consistent with those1328

derived from the velocity map presented in Trantow and Herzfeld (2018) and in Section1329

5.3. The simulation ends as the surge wave reaches the final reservoir area near km-1281330

approximately 2 years after surge initiation.1331

5.2.2 Basal Shear Stress1332

Figure 13 gives the modeled basal shear stress in the x-direction at the same time1333

stamps in Figure 12. The x-direction is coincident with the along-flow direction for Cen-1334

tral Bering where the surge is occurring in this simulation. The figure views Bering Glacier1335

from the bottom with the surge wave propagating down-glacier from left to right. The1336

surge front is clearly marked in each subfigure as a dividing line between low basal shear1337

stresses up-glacier (white/yellow) and high basal shear stresses down-glacier (orange/red)1338

of the surge front. This figure reveals that basal shear stresses are reduced far up-glacier,1339

well above the initiation location at km-100, where quiescent basal friction parameter-1340

ization still applies. This result reflects observations of a surge wave that propagates down-1341

glacier while also having effects up-glacier in regions not (yet) actively surging, e.g., the1342

formation of en-échelon crevasses (Figure 3(f)) (Herzfeld & Mayer, 1997; Herzfeld et al.,1343

2004; Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013).1344

5.2.3 Elevation Change1345

Figure 14 shows elevation change throughout the surge simulation. Elevation-change1346

is analyzed starting with time-step 32 to allow sufficient time for the initial surface to1347
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12. Modeled surface velocity throughout the initial surge phase simula-

tion. Velocity given in meters per year. Arrows indicate the surge initiation location and the

approximate location of the surge front for each time step, which bound the active surging area

(activation zone). (a) Velocity at time step 10, (b) velocity at time step 40 with the “surge

fronts” assumed by Burgess et al. (2013) marked in black, (c) velocity at time step 80 and (d)

velocity at time step 132.

adjust to, or “relax” from, the stress inconsistencies between the input surface DEM and1348

the other fixed geometrical boundaries at the bed and margins (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018).1349

Subfigure 14(a) shows the overall mass transfer near the beginning of the surge sim-1350

ulation to the end. In general, we see mass transfer from the upper trunk to the lower1351

trunk, that is, from the areas affected by the surge to the down-glacier areas not yet af-1352

fected (in terms of basal friction). We see elevation changes that exceed 50, and even 100 m,1353

over the course of approximately 1 year, which is consistent with altimetric observations1354

(Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013; Burgess et al., 2013; Trantow & Herzfeld,1355

2016).1356

Subfigure 14(b) shows the elevation change from time step 32 to time step 80, i.e.1357

the first ≈250 days of the initial surge phase after the relaxation period, which shows1358

that surface lowering in the activation zone (≈3.9-4.0 ×105 UTM-East) is larger than1359

at the end of the surge simulation when ice from further up-glacier flows into the evac-1360

uated region. During this time period mass has begun to transfer from reservoir area RA-1361

97 down-glacier to the receiving areas in lower Central Bering around ≈3.8-3.9 ×105 UTM-1362

East. Notably, we see significant elevation changes far down glacier of the active region1363

indicating that regions away from the active surge zones are affected by the increased1364

flow speeds long before the surge front reaches that area.1365
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13. Modeled basal shear stress throughout the initial surge phase simula-

tion. Displayed is the basal shear stress that acts on the plane orthogonal to the z-axis in the

direction of the x-axis. Arrows indicate the surge initiation location and the approximate location

of the surge front for each time step. Note that we are viewing the glacier from the bottom, with

the positive x-axis pointing to the left, unlike the other figures in this section where the glacier

is viewed from above with the positive x-axis pointing to the right. Stress is given in units of

mega-Pascals. (a) Basal shear stress at time step 10, (b) basal shear stress at time step 40, (c)

basal shear stress at time step 80 and (d) basal shear stress at time step 132.

Finally, subfigure 14(c) illustrates the elevation change from time step 80 to time1366

step 132, which corresponds to the last 250 days of our initial-phase surge simulation.1367

This figure shows that surface lowering only occurs in the down-glacier half of the ac-1368

tivation zone (≈ 3.75-3.95 ×105 UTM-East) where surge speeds are the largest (see Fig-1369

ure 12(c) and (d)). The mass transfer to Upper Bering comes from the lower Bagley Ice1370

Field, across the BBJ, which relieves the quiescent phase mass-build up of that area (RA-1371

64). At each moment in time the location of the surge front is obvious when looking at1372

temporally-local elevation changes where the surface is actively lowering behind the surge1373

front and raising ahead of it, which resembles the often identified “surge bulge”. The el-1374

evation pattern near the end of the simulation is consistent with observations derived1375

from CryoSat-2 data as described in Trantow and Herzfeld (2016).1376

5.2.4 Hydropotential1377

Finally, we take a look at the changing hydropotential and hydropotential gradi-1378

ent along-flowline during the surge simulation in a way similar to the quiescent analy-1379

sis carried out in Section 4.2 and Figure 9 (sans plots of relative surface-change). Fig-1380

ure 15 shows these quantities near the beginning of the surge (after time step 32, a half-1381
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14. Modeled elevation change throughout the initial surge phase simu-

lation. Areas of blue indicate a surface lowering while areas of red indicate surface-elevation

gain. (a) Elevation difference between time 32 and time 132 showing an overall mass transfer

from Upper Bering to Lower Bering. The black arrow indicates the surge initiation location at

along-track km-100. (b) Elevation difference between time 32 and time 80 with major surface

lowering both above and below the surge initiation location and surface gains below 3.9 ×105

UTM-East. Ice-mass has started to transfer from RA-97 to receiving areas down-glacier. The

black arrow marks the approximate surge front at time-step 80 that bounds the activation zone

together with the surge initiation location. (c) Elevation difference between time 80 and time 132

showing surface lowering between 3.75 and 3.9 ×105 UTM-East and surface-elevation gains in the

previously-lowered Upper Bering due to mass transfer from RA-64 in Bagley Ice Field. The black

arrow marks the approximate surge front location at time-step 132.
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year into the initial surge phase) and in the middle of the initial surge phase after the1382

surge front has progressed 20 km down-glacier (time step 80 or Day-400 of the initial surge1383

phase). The first aspect to note is the change in hydropotential in the surge activation1384

zone (km-100 to km-120). The hydraulic gradient has decreased throughout most of the1385

activation zone implying that the passing surge wave, and the fast-sliding activation zone1386

behind it, serves to further degrade the efficiency of the basal drainage system.1387

Previous theories predict that the passing of the surge kinematic wave would ac-1388

tivate the switch from an EDS to an IDS (W. B. Kamb, 1987). However, we show here,1389

and in the previous section, that the basal drainage system becomes less efficient through-1390

out quiescence and becomes even more inefficient once the surge wave passes through.1391

Our approach also does not require any assumption of a linked-cavity system, or of any1392

specific bed-type in general. We also see that the small (∼3 km) region centered at km-1393

103 of positive hydraulic gradient, where water is predicted to collect, has shifted slightly1394

down-glacier (indicated by an arrow in Figure 15(b)). This results implies that water ac-1395

cumulation areas may shift during the progression of the surge in areas up-glacier form1396

the surge front.1397

We also note that in the region up-glacier of the initiation location, the hydropo-1398

tential levels out from time-step 32 to time-step 80 with less variation along-flowline and1399

a reduction in the estimated amount of basal water collection. This observation indicates1400

that regions far up-glacier of the activation zone, which are modeled using the normal1401

flow friction law value βq, are becoming more efficient in their basal drainage indicat-1402

ing a return to a quiescent state as mass is redistributed down-glacier during the surge.1403

5.3 Second Surge Phase Analysis Based on Satellite Observations1404

While numerical experiments were only carried out for the first surge phase in this1405

paper, for completeness we investigate the second surge phase with respect to velocity1406

and hydropotential using satellite observations. Elevation-change analysis for the sec-1407

ond phase of the last BBGS surge is described in Trantow and Herzfeld (2016) and di-1408

agnostic modeling for the initial part of the second-phase in early 2011 is reported in Trantow1409

and Herzfeld (2018) where insights into the stress regime are provided.1410

In this section, we use CryoSat-2 DEMs to derive observation-based hydropoten-1411

tial maps of the BBGS during the 2011-2013 phase of the latest surge in order to infer1412

drainage characteristics throughout the glacier during the peak of the surge in early 20111413

(March-April), when glacier velocities exceeded 22 m/day (Figure 16 (a)), and near the1414

end of the surge in 2013 when dynamic activity in Bering Glacier had reduced signifi-1415

cantly (Figure 16 (b)), with velocities below 2 m/day in most of Lower and Central Bering.1416

These velocity maps are derived using ImGRAFT feature-tracking methods applied to1417

Landsat-7 and Landsat-8 imagery respectively (see Section 2.2).1418

As seen in the early 2011 map (Figure 16 (a)), reliable velocity estimates are dif-1419

ficult to attain while the glacier is surging, with features used in correlation rapidly de-1420

forming over the course of several days (Trantow & Herzfeld, 2018). Moreover, the strip-1421

ping in Landsat-7 imagery (Markham et al., 2004) greatly reduces the area for which ice-1422

velocities can be derived. For 2013, we are able to obtain more accurate overall veloc-1423

ity estimates for the BBGS (Figure 16 (b)), because 2013 Landsat-8 imagery is of higher1424

quality than 2011 Landsat-7 imagery and because the glacier flowed much slower in 20131425

than in 2011. We note however, that the Sentinel-1 SAR imagery, available beginning1426

in 2014, provide the most reliable and comprehensive velocity estimates (e.g., Figure 11(a))1427

due to the fact that SAR imagery is not complicated by the presence of clouds.1428

CryoSat-2 began providing reliable glacier height measurements around the start1429

of the second phase of the most recent BBGS surge. As shown in Trantow and Herzfeld1430

(2016), we can derive ice surface DEMs, and thus unique hydropotential maps, every six1431
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15. Hydropotential and hydraulic gradient during the initial surge phase

simulation. The magenta curves correspond to the glacier state near the beginning of the surge

at time step 32 (Day-160) and the blue lines correspond to the glacier state after the surge wave

has propagated 20 km down-glacier at time step 80 (Day-400). Labeled are the surge initiation

location along-flowline (black dotted line) and the surge front location along-flowline at time step

80 (blue dashed line). Areas with positive gradients are shaded indicating estimated water stor-

age locations. (a) Modeled hydropotential (MPa) and (b) modeled hydraulic gradient (MPa
km

).

The small black arrow indicates the shift of a water accumulation zone down-glacier during the

surge.

months from the CryoSat-2 data. Therefore, we can estimate hydropotential based on1432

CryoSat-2 surface elevation observations rather than from modeled BBGS surface heights.1433

Our CryoSat-2-based hydropotential analysis for the second phase of the surge (2011-1434

2013) assumes zero effective pressure (χ = 1). By 2011, the surge has passed through1435

most of Bering’s trunk with the front advancing to km-124 where the large reservoir area1436

(RA-124) was observed in 2011 (Herzfeld, McDonald, Stachura, et al., 2013).1437

Figures 16(c) and (d) compare the CryoSat-2-estimated basal hydropotential for1438

Summer 2011 (May 2011-October 2011) during the main acceleration phase and Sum-1439

mer 2013 (May 2013-October 2013) once most of the major surge activity in Bering Glacier1440

had ceased. In Summer 2013, the hydropotential begins to conform more to the bed to-1441

pographical potential and becomes less dominated by ice overburden pressure, with less1442

water dispersing transversely and increased water drainage efficiency occurring down-1443

glacier. Looking at Bering Glacier’s trunk, we see the contour lines become more evenly1444
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spaced and more transversely aligned in 2013. This indicates that a more steady, down-1445

glacier flow, i.e. efficient flow, has manifested after the surge had ended by 2013 (in Cen-1446

tral Bering Glacier). We also see a reduction in the amount of hydropotential wells through-1447

out the trunk indicating less capacity to store water beneath the glacier by the end of1448

the surge.1449

Similar to Figure 15, we plot the along-flowline hydropotential and hydropoten-1450

tial gradient derived from the CryoSat-2 data for Summer 2011 (green lines) and Sum-1451

mer 2013 (orange lines) in Figure 17. The hydropotential profiles in Figure 17(a) above1452

km-124, i.e. where the surge front is in 2011, are smoother than those predicted by the1453

model both before and during the surge, which is expected based on the redistribution1454

of mass caused by the passing surge that transferred mass from reservoir areas to receiv-1455

ing areas. With χ = 1, thickness still contributes significantly to the hydropotential cal-1456

culation, and after the surge passes through the trunk, thickness is more evenly distributed.1457

Furthermore, by the end of the surge phase in Summer 2013 (orange line) we see that1458

the hydropotential throughout the entire trunk becomes even smoother than in Sum-1459

mer 2011 (green line).1460

Figure 17(b) plots the hydropotential gradient for Summer 2011 (green) and Sum-1461

mer 2013 (orange). In Summer 2011, we see that above the surge front at km-124, the1462

gradient is below zero everywhere indicating down-glacier drainage and a destruction of1463

the glacier’s hydrologic storage areas identified in the quiescent analysis. The gradient1464

variability remains high however, indicating that the glacier has not yet transitioned to1465

a more uniform and efficient drainage state above the surge front. At km-124, we see that1466

there remains an area with a positive gradient, i.e. a water storage area which will soon1467

be released during the second surge phase.1468

By Summer 2013, essentially no areas of water storage remain throughout Bering’s1469

trunk. Furthermore, the gradient variability has reduced from its Summer 2011 state,1470

which indicates more uniform flow through the trunk.1471

5.4 Transition Back to Quiescence1472

In theory, after redistribution of mass throughout the glacier system, the glacier1473

returns once more to a stable geometry. Slowdowns in the Alaskan-type surge-glacier sys-1474

tems are usually correlated with large outburst floods at the glacier terminus (W. Kamb1475

et al., 1985), and the subglacial drainage system returns to an efficient one. This tran-1476

sition typically begins at the front of the glacier and slowly moves up-glacier until the1477

entire glacier system returns to an EDS.1478

This process is reflected by observed velocity at the cessation of the surge. The de-1479

rived velocity map in Figure 16(b) from 2013 shows that low velocities (less that 1 m/day)1480

exist in Lower Bering while higher velocities (2-5 m/day) remain in Upper Bering and1481

the Bagley Ice Field. From 2012 onwards, the region of fast flow shrinks to only the Bagley1482

Ice Field, with peak velocities also decreasing (Trantow, 2020). The highest velocities1483

in 2013 remain in the Bagley Ice Field and just below the Bering-Bagley junction where1484

basal slopes are high. By the year 2016, the entire glacier system is moving at less than1485

1 m/day, and effects of the recent surge have disappeared entirely, with the whole sys-1486

tem in a state of low basal pressures and efficient drainage (Figure 11(a)).1487

The hydropotential results of the second surge phase from CryoSat-2 observations1488

suggest that the mass redistribution occurring during the surge leads to more efficient1489

drainage with less hydropotential wells and more longitudinally-oriented flow down-glacier.1490

However, to model surge arrest properly the model would need to account for the relief1491

in basal water pressure that begins at the glacier terminus and propagates up-glacier,1492

as reflected in the velocity observations. This effect can be achieved by using a friction1493

law similar to the surge-phase representation (Equation 11) but would now propagate1494
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 16. Velocity and basal hydropotential derived from observations during

and after the second surge phase in Bering Glacier. (a) Mean ice-surface velocity between

2011-03-14 and 2011-04-15 derived from Landsat-7 imagery. (b) Mean ice-surface velocity be-

tween 2013-04-12 and 2013-04-28 derived from Landsat-8 imagery. (c) Hydropotential derived

from the ESA CryoSat-2 Baseline-C DEM for Summer 2011 (May 2011 - October 2011). (d)

Hydropotential derived from the ESA CryoSat-2 Baseline-C DEM for Summer 2013 (May 2013

- October 2013). Basal hydropotential wells are indicated via white lines. Both maps use the

JPL-WISE bed topography maps in their estimation of hydropotential. Note that subfigures (c)

and (d) look at the base of the BBGS, with the positive x-direction pointing to the left and ice

flow down-glacier moving from left to right.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Hydropotential and hydraulic gradient from observations of the second

phase of the surge. The green curves are derived from the CryoSat-2 surface DEM for Summer

2011 (May 2011 to October 2011) during the second phase of the surge, while the orange curves

are from the corresponding DEM for Summer 2013 (May 2013 to October 2013) near the end of

the surge phase. CryoSat-2 DEMs from Trantow and Herzfeld (2016). (a) Hydropotential (MPa)

and (b) hydraulic gradient (MPa
km

). Areas with positive gradients are shaded indicating water

storage locations.

up-glacier, increasing the basal friction coefficient, β, as it passes. Implementation of such1495

a law to model the transition back to quiescence is left for future BBGS modeling ex-1496

periments.1497

6 Summary and Conclusions1498

In this paper, we utilized numerical simulations, supplemented by satellite and air-1499

borne observations, to investigate dynamic, geometric and hydrologic aspects of both the1500

quiescent and surge phases of the Bering-Bagley Glacier System, Alaska. The analysis1501

centers on inter-annual changes of mass redistribution throughout the glacier system and1502

its implications on water drainage. The latter is achieved through calculation of hydropo-1503
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tential, which is bounded by a range of realistic basal water pressures. Unique to our ap-1504

proach is the utilization and synthesis of widely available observational data and simply-1505

parameterized ice-dynamic modeling, which can be applied to other studies of large and1506

complex glacier systems.1507

The quiescent phase simulation shows a steepening of local geometry in several iden-1508

tified reservoir areas, retainment of water and slowed-drainage paths that build through-1509

out Bering Glacier’s trunk leading to prime surging conditions. These results are mostly1510

attributed to the particular properties of the bedrock topography. The most significant1511

features are a series of subglacial ridges, which are extensions of the surrounding moun-1512

tains beneath the glacier. These subglacial ridges lead to damming of ice and water over1513

the course of quiescence. The build-up of ice at the subglacial ridges forms reservoir ar-1514

eas that slow down-glacier drainage in the areas directly up-glacier and can even lead1515

to water retainment in the closest 2-4 km at several locations (specified in Figures 9 and1516

10). The simulation of the quiescent phase shows an increase of stored water in Bering1517

Glacier’s trunk by a factor of 2.46 over 20 years of evolution, which is estimated by cal-1518

culating the positive hydraulic gradient area (shaded regions in Fig 9).1519

Moreover, the changing geometry during quiescence slows the overall down-glacier1520

drainage through Bering Glacier’s trunk through increased transverse water paths caused1521

by the various ice dams. The difference in hydropotential across Bering’s trunk, from1522

km-80 to km-135, decreased between 10.4% and 16.6% after 20 years of quiescent flow.1523

The increasing amount of stored water and slowed down-glacier drainage lead to ever-1524

more water in the subglacial drainage system at a given time which would allow the glacier1525

to better sustain an inefficient drainage system and high-water pressures as the quies-1526

cent phase matures. While surge and quiescent phases are modeled in separate simula-1527

tions, we propose a surge initiation criterion that is based on the inferred amount of stored1528

water based on the hydropotential calculation. The surge initiation location at RA-971529

is suggested by both our model and by observations of the latest surge.1530

Based on an observed surge wave in the BBGS, we propose a surge wave friction1531

representation to simulate the initial surge phase through Bering Glacier’s main trunk.1532

This spatiotemporally-variable friction representation mimics a propagating surge wave,1533

initiated at some trigger location, that activates fast-moving ice by scaling the linear basal1534

friction parameter as it passes. Modeled velocities were consistent with those observed1535

during the early stages of the latest surge in the BBGS from 2008 through 2010. Our1536

results show that while changes in basal conditions are initially concentrated within an1537

activation zone, as prescribed by the evolving friction function, significant basal shear1538

stress and elevation changes occur throughout the glacier system, even outside of the ar-1539

eas of actively surging ice, which has been observed, for example, through the presence1540

of en-échelon far up-glacier in the Bagley Ice Field.1541

Locations where flow velocities are highest in the active surging area are due to a1542

nozzle-like effect where fast-flowing ice is squeezed through the center of the glacier be-1543

tween the subglacial ridges. Notably, these regions are stationary throughout the surge1544

phase and do not correspond to surge fronts as suggested by Burgess et al. (2013). Fur-1545

thermore, we show that while surge activity appears to subside near the end of the ini-1546

tial surge phase, e.g. in 2010 of the latest surge Burgess et al. (2013), the surge kinematic1547

wave actually continues to progress uninterrupted through a portion Bering’s trunk that1548

is wide and has very few subglacial spurs. This result further highlights the control of1549

glacier geometry, particularly bedrock topography, on the progression and expression of1550

a BBGS surge.1551

As the simulated surge front moves down-glacier, we find that the drainage efficiency1552

further decreases within the active surging area. Glacier geometry begins to level out1553

after ice in the reservoir areas is transferred to the receiving areas. Analysis of hydropo-1554

tential maps, derived from CryoSat-2 altimeter data, indicates that the drainage system1555
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of the BBGS shows characteristics of a return to an efficient drainage system, where down-1556

glacier flow dominates and hydropotential wells disappear.1557

Our results indicate that other studies aiming to understand surging and dynamic1558

peculiarities of large complex glacier systems should prioritize attaining quality bedrock1559

topography maps. While our hydropotential approach does not model the subglacial drainage1560

system explicitly, it still provides valuable information on the pattern of hydrologic drainage1561

which can be used to inform more complex representations for modeling basal friction1562

during glacier surges. Since our hydropotential estimates rely only on geometric obser-1563

vations, a quality time series of surface DEMs derived from satellite altimetry, e.g. CryoSat-1564

2 or ICESat-2 measurements, can be sufficient to investigate the evolution of key glacial1565

drainage characteristics without the difficulty of attaining comprehensive hydrologic data.1566

Moreover, hydropotential maps derived from observations can be used in comparison to1567

those generated by a numerical model in order to better constrain important parame-1568

ters such as the friction coefficient.1569

In summary, we provide a full picture of an entire BBGS surge cycle using a nu-1570

merical model and satellite observations, with our model capturing key characteristics1571

of the surge cycle including peak velocities, building reservoir areas and mass transfer.1572

The bedrock topography DEM is an important component of the model’s ability to cap-1573

ture observed spatial qualities of the glacier dynamics such as locations of reservoir ar-1574

eas and velocity patterns. This paper improves physical process understanding of a glacier1575

surge and provides a modeling approach that simulates only ice-dynamics and mass trans-1576

fer, which in turn are used to infer characteristics of subglacial water drainage. In fu-1577

ture studies, we hope that access to better computing resources will allow higher spa-1578

tiotemporal resolution, longer simulations and increased model complexity such as the1579

addition of explicit hydrologic modeling that is coupled with the glacier dynamics allow-1580

ing a unified friction law.1581
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